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US study sparks new 

European defence debate 

First came the bombshell US strategic 
study recommending that a third of 

this country be abandoned in the event 
of a Soviet attack, then President Car¬ 
ter’s prompt reassurance, which quickly 
allowed the dust to settle. 

“US policy,” Mr Carter stated, “is to 
maintain forward defence all over Eu¬ 
rope. It Is a tried and trusted policy 
drawn up jointly with our Nato allies. It 
remains entirely unchanged.” 

No attempt has been made, on the 
other hand, to deny that the confidential 

the United Nations and mobilisation by 
the United States. Fear of these conse¬ 
quences represents a powerful deterrent. 

In order to contain the devastating 
political effect of the leak Mr Brzezinski 
immediately rang Bonn Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher to let him 
know that tiio President was about to 
issue a disclaimer. 

He also summarised further explana¬ 
tions he had given Vice-President Mon- 
dale, General George Brown, chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral 
Turner of the CIA and US disarmament 
delegate Paul Wamke when the review 
had come up for discussion. 

The options Mr Brzezinski had out¬ 
lined included resort to nuclear weapons, 
the mobilisation of between 100 and 

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher with Mr Roelof Frederik Botha in 
Frankfurt (Photo: dpn) 

report as leaked albeit in oversimplified 
summary, was actually compiled as Pre¬ 
sidential Review momorandum 10. 

But PRM 10 is, after all, merely a re¬ 
view and not official policy. Yet experi¬ 
ence has nonetheless shown that past 
changes In US policy and strategy have 
usually been heralded by studies of this 
kind, compiled both by official advisers 
and unofficial analysts. 

Ever since the days of President Ken¬ 
nedy Bonn in particular has been some¬ 
what mistrustful of reviews. Jimmy Car¬ 
ter may not be John F. Kennedy, but he 
too, initially perhaps more so than at 
present, was motivated by an imponder¬ 
able urge to make fundamental changes. 

Few of Mr Carter’s closest advisers are 
career civil servants. With few excep¬ 
tions (including, however, national secur 
rity adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski) they 
were unknown quantities as far as 
Europe was concerned, not to say politi¬ 
cal amateurs briefing a still inexperi¬ 
enced President. • 

Against this background, and not to 
mention the bombshell nature of the 
subject matter, the effect in Bonn and at 
Nato headquarters was a foregone con¬ 
clusion. . 

The outline carried by the Washing¬ 
ton 'fat and the International Herald 

Tribune and written by columnists Row¬ 
land Evan? and Robert Novak made the 
following assertions: y 

- In the event of a Soviet attack a 
third of this country, including Ham¬ 
burg and Munich, will be abandoned to 
the aggressor because the forward 
defence potential Is insufficient to hold 
the territory in question. 

— The retreat to a defence line fur¬ 
ther back from the border is rendered 
necessary, because the funds needed, for 
forward defence of this country by. con¬ 
ventional means are not forthcoming ih 

[the United States. . , " ' ; ' 
! - Mr Brzezinski accordingly advises h 
stalemate; strategy: of falling back on the 

,Weser-Lech . line, leaving the SoYhjt 
Union to draw the political consequence 

of its act of aggression., '■ . [ > 
— These, he is said-'to have stated, 

include world opinion* condemnation by 

150 divisions in order to throw the ad¬ 
versary back with the aid of convention¬ 
al forces, a ground forces stalemate 
coupled with nuclear retaliation and, fi¬ 
nally, an attack on targets in the Soviet 
Union itself. 

Mr Carter’s immediate clarification 
leaves no one in the slightest doubt as 
to Presidential policy. He emphasised 
the continuity of US commitments in 
Europe at the London summit in May, 
describing Nato as the cmx of US for¬ 
eign policy and calling for military rein¬ 
forcement of the pact. 

The estimates on which Mr Brzezinski 
bases his judgement on Western military 
presence in Central Europe are nonethe¬ 
less questionable, as is his assumption 
that up to 150 divisions could be mobi¬ 
lised to bring about conventional stale¬ 
mate. 

This constitutes an alarming discre¬ 
pancy between his assessment of the si¬ 
tuation from behind closed doors and 
the political reiteration of forward 
defence commitments by the President. 

The public review will certainly no 
longer be restricted to the credibility or 
otherwise of the deterrent After the 
lightning attack scare early this year and 
the latest insight into the views of secu¬ 
rity adviser Brzezinski we must pay 
more attention than hitherto to the 
preconditions of forward defence were 
the deterrent to prove insufficient. 

Forward defence Is the political yeast 
of Nato. Were it to be abandoned Nato 
itself would face’'the threat of rapid dis¬ 
integration, so it Is only too e&sy to see 
why President Carter was so quick to re¬ 
assure his Nato allies. 

What is more, this is only part of the 
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problem. The call for reinforcement of 
conventional forces is giving rise to dif¬ 
ficulties everywhere. 

The United States is in the process of 
stepping up its troop strength in Europe, 
stationing a brigade near Bremen which 
will be the first full-scale US unit in the 
north of this country. 

But the President is unlikely to gain 
Congressional approval of higher expen¬ 
diture unless Europe itself spends more 
on defence, which is an unlikely pros¬ 
pect. 

This country cannot fill everyone 
eise’s gaps; its defence contribution is 
second to none in Europe as it is. Spec¬ 
tacular decisions, moreover, can only be 
taken at the risk of prejudicing the 
Vienna troop cut talks. 

So a fundamental weakness of the 
West remains irremediable for the time 
being. On the one hand President Carter 
is opposed to an early resort to tactical 
nuclear weapons in the event of hostili¬ 
ties (a viewpoint that is surely in this 
country’s interest took on the other we 
lack the conventional forces that would 
be needed both to forestall,the. need to 
fall back on the nuclear option and, in¬ 
deed, to maintain the doctrine of .for¬ 
ward defence. 

Mr Bizezinski's review may have given 
:rise to doubts In Europe as to his politi¬ 
cal acumen, but despite President Car¬ 
ter’s prompt and credible disclaimer it 
will continue to have an effect. i.. 

The West’s defence debate, which has 
been neglected for ages, has been' (given 
a shot In the arm; Kurt Becker 

" (DieZelt, 12 Auguit 197?) 
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Genscher meets 

Botha for talks on 

southern Africa 

DIE0WELT 

The situation in southern Africa was 
Die key topic discussed by Bonn’s 

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher 
and nis South African colleague Roelof 
Frederik Botha when they met last 
weekend for talks at the Airport Hotel 
in Frankfurt. 

Mr Botha had interrupted ids return 
trip from London where he had had 
talks with the British Foreign Secretary 
Mr David Owen and US State Secretary 
Cyrus Vance, to meet Herr Genscher. 

Bohn’s Foreign Minister used this op¬ 
portunity to’spell out clearly to Mr 
Botha this country's stand on the situa¬ 
tion in Rhodesia, ■ Namibia (south-west 
Africa) and South Africa. 

Observers said later that the two-hour 
'meeting had been marked by a great 
deal of frankness, in other words,, both 
Ministers pulled ,no -punches In expres- 
,s|ng the views- of tKqir respective count- 

ries- ■ .-I. 
And according .to. the- Foreign Minis¬ 

try in Bonn, '..this frank exchange . of 
. ideas with South Africa is essential. - 

- As far as sou.tH-wcst Africa was con¬ 
cerned, Herr, Genscher told Mr .Botha, 
Pretoria should se.t in train a fast arid 

. frlC tlonlesi trin sfer "pf1' power In, .the 
;territory tp'fhe black majority. 1 

. Mt* Botha ^l^h-’assured HerrCen- 

reasoname settlement, une mmcuity 
would be the ’ Withdrawal of * South 
African troops. • *■ ■*• • - . 

Heir, Gen»dhefr: also1 called on South' 
Afrlda to sigh =the nuclear non-prolifera¬ 
tion treaty1. .--iiq "\'J:V 

. tDleWeit, 15 AO*uifI*?.7) 
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INTRA-GERMAN RELATIONS 

Honecker would like to meet Schmidt 
in East Berlin 

Were the decision Erich Honecker’s 
to take, the Intra-German talks, 

which have been on ice for the past 
year, would be resumed with a spectacu¬ 
lar encounter between himself and Bonn 
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt as a starter. 

GDR State Council chairman and So¬ 
cialist Unity Party (SED) leader Honeck- 
cr has been keen on the idea of an in¬ 
tra-German summit for some time, even 
going so far as to sound out the pros¬ 
pects in Bonn. 

Erich Honecker and Helmut Schmidt 
first (and, so far, last) met on 1 August 
1975 during the Helsinki conference. 
The two leaders had no time to do more 
than strike up an acquaintanceship, ex¬ 
changing pleasantries rather than confer¬ 
ring. 

Herr Honecker, who has the social 
climber's mania for prestige, was most 
dissatisfied with the Helsinki meeting. 
He felt he had been treated as a peri¬ 
pheral figure and thus below face-value, 
by Herr Schmidt. 

What the GDR leader wants is some¬ 
thing out of the ordinary, such as a ren¬ 
dezvous with the Bonn Chancellor. He 
would dearly like to turn over a new leaf 
in East Berlin policy on the German 
Question — a new leaf associated with 
himself. 

Erich Honecker is slill pursuing intra- 
German policies framed by his predeces¬ 
sor and erstwhile mentor Walter Ul- 
brlcht, with a little help from Willy 
Brandt, who paved1'the way for change 
as head of the first Social and Free 
Democratic coalition in Bonn in Octo¬ 
ber 1969. 

In his 1969 government policy state¬ 
ment Chancellor Brandt acknowledged 
the existence of two German States, 
which lead to a dialogue culminating in 
the encounters between WlUy Brandt 

® Stoph in the spring of 

At that juncture Erich Honecker was 
one of a number of GDR leaders who 
were opposed to the policy line laid 
down by Walter Ulbricht. 

Herr Ulbricht was keen to demon¬ 
strate flexibility in view of the negotia¬ 
tions between Bonn on the one hand 
and Moscow and Warsaw on the other. 

Hen Honecker and his associates in¬ 
sisted that Bonn must accord the GDR 
full recognition under international law 
before ties of any kind were established. 

Erich Honecker did not abandon this 
demand until Walter Ulbricht and his 
less intransigent approach had been 
given the seal of Kremlin approval. 

Herr H once Jeer’s hard line on ties 
with Bonn was due mainly to fear of 
what was termed social democratism and 
of hopes that Bonn, with Social Demo¬ 
crats firmly in the saddle, and East Ber¬ 
lin, once it had embarked on a process 
of democratisation, might lay the 
groundwork for German reunification. 

The vims of sociql democratism is 
still endemic, both among the general 
public in the GDR and in the ranks of 
the SED itself, and. now he has taken 
over the reins of power in East Berlin 
Erich Honeck?r remains convinced that 
it is as dangerous as ever. 

Unrest in the GDR, particularly, dis¬ 
sent among intellectuals after the expul¬ 
sion of writer Wolf Biermann, has cer¬ 
tainly proved the point as fares Herr 
Honecker is concerned. 

The GDR leader is determined to 
ensure that rebellion is put down among 
the intelligentsia, who will either kow¬ 
tow, succumb to resignation or pack their 
bags as a result. 

Erich Honecker regards artists and 
writers as particularly important models 
of conduct and Is in no way averse to 
resorting to repression as a deterrent and 
a means of dissuading others from fol¬ 
lowing in dissidents1 footsteps. 

Herr Honeckert political programme 
basically amount to stepping up demar¬ 
cation at home and abroad, a process he 
envisages as preparation for full interna¬ 
tional recognition of the GDR, which 
this country refuses to grant. 

The GDR leader realises full well that 
he cannot achieve this objective at one 
fell swoop, although he is trying to get 
recognition of GDR citizenship and the 
demarcation between the two Germanies 
os an international frontier high on the 
agenda of the intra-German summit for 
which Bonn's Hans-Jflrgen Wischnewski 
and East Berlin’s Michael Kohl, the 
GDR’s man in Bonn, are to pave the 
way. 

If need be, however, Herr Honecker is 
willing to proceed in a more roundabout 
way. He feels his hopes are encouraged 
by comments such as the view voiced by 
Gtlnter Gaus, Bonn’s man in East Ber¬ 
lin, that this country may well have to 
modify its approach to these two key 
issues because the Federal government’s 
viewpoint will not prove tenable in the 
long run. 

Erich Honecker concludes that Herr 
Gaus will hardly have been expressing a 
personal view and that much can be ac¬ 
complished off the beaten track of offi¬ 
cial pronouncements from Bonn. 

This inference is borne out further, as 
the GDR leader sees it, by the unofficial 

contacts that have been established with 
him. Today’s ties are tomorrow’s treaties, 
he blandly assumes. 

Tree enough. Chancellor Schmidt has 
written to Chairman Erich Honecker re¬ 
laying a missive intended to start the in¬ 
tra-German ball rolling not via Gtlnter 
Gaus, but via Wolfgang Vogel, the GDR 
lawyer. 

Bonn’s man in East Berlin does not 
even know what Helmut Schmidt wrote, 
so the SED leadership can hardly be 
blamed for fancying that Bonn is happy 
to negotiate behind the scenes. 

In bypassing official channels Helmut 
Schmidt has acted on the advice of Her¬ 
bert Wehner, Social Democratic leader 
in the Bonn Bundestag. 

Unfortunately, in so doing he has 
succumbed to an old failing of the So¬ 
cial Democrats, their mistrust of' bu¬ 
reaucracy. The SPD has always felt that 
if it wants to do a job properly it will 
have to do it itself. 

The loyalty of civil servants is doubt¬ 
ed a priori, so they are left in the dark 
on purpose and, to cap it all, the Social 
Democrats then express surprise that the 
mandarins fail to deliver the goods. 

Erich Honecker has yet to respond to 
the Chancellor's letter, but it was defini¬ 
tely on the agenda of his foreign policy 
review with President Brezhnev in the 
Crimea. 

Herr Honecker will have told Mr 
Brezhnev that he would very much like 
to meet Herr Schmidt, and if the Soviet 
leader gives him the go-ahead an official 
invitation penned by the SED leader 
Would land the ball firmly back in the 
Chancellor's court. 

This would certainly put Helmut 
Schmidt in a spot, since the GDR leader 
is keen to invite the Chancellor to con¬ 
fer with him in East Berlin, which in 

There must be no let-up in 

negotiations 
Sixteen years have now elapsed since 

GDR leaders, panic-stricken by the 
prospect of a mass exodus, started to 
build the Berlin Wall, an edifice Wolf¬ 
gang Mischnick, Free Democrat leader 
in the Bonn Bundestag, once aptly 
dubbed petrified inhumanity. 

The anniversary is yet another remin¬ 
der to spare a thought for the divided 
city and the tribute the Wall has exacted 
in terms of human life. How is this dis¬ 
graceful piece of architecture to be de¬ 
molished or, failing that, how might its 
repercussions be further alleviated? 

There is no point in reiterating the 
events leading up to the building of the 
Wall and the many unsatisfactory 
aspects of what went on In August 1961. 

Experience has shown that nothing is 
to be gained by using It as a Wailing 
Wall, again to quote Wolfgang Misch¬ 
nick. Which Is not, of course, to say 
that its inhumanity and that of the men 
Who ordered it to be built should be 
played down. 

It behoves us on humanitarian 
grounds to uphold the sense of Injustice 
with which the Berlin Wall must inevit¬ 
ably be associated. > i 

Human interest indeed calls for more 
7 for a continuation, a tough and pa¬ 
tient intensification of the negotiations 
as a result, of which the division of 
Germany ljas> been rendered at .least 
slightly more tolerable. . 

It is gratifying to note that the Chris¬ 
tian Democrats do not propose to limit 
the terms of reference of .the, hearing 
they propose to hold in September to an 
all-out condemnation of human rights 
violations in the GDR in particular and 
the East bloc as a whole. 

The Bonn Opposition is now in fa¬ 
vour of negotiations with the GDR and 
of standing by Ostpolitik treaty obliga¬ 
tions as advocated by Christian Demo¬ 
crat Bundestag deputies Olaf von Wran- 
gel and Alois Mertes. : • : : 1 '■ 

WrangeVs graduated approach would 
nonetheless be inconceivable without 
the 1974 Basic Treaty between Bonn 
and East Berlin ;which, the Christian 
Democrats so vehemently , opposed at 
the time. •• j . ;... 

It would, moreover, convey a more re¬ 
alistic impression if it were arranged in 
reverse order. East Berlin,is ,pot,< when 
all is said and .done,' prepared to-(even 

GDR parlahce is almost invariably refs, 

red to as the GDR capital. 
Regardless of the outcome of thetalh 

and the irksome possibility of setm 
such as the standing ovation VfiBi 
Brandt was given by the people of b 
fuit in 1970, an intra-German sununi 
in East Berlin is clearly a temptlm 
prospect for Herr Honecker. ^ 

The GDR leader would obviomh 
leave no stone unturned in trying b 
make out that the visit was tantamnu 
to full recognition of the GDR as a fo. 
eign country by Bonn. 

In return he would no doubt be pa 
pared to meet the Federal governs 
and West Berlin Senate half-way on & 
eighteen-point agenda for a wider n™ 
of intra-German talks. JOigen Engtn 

(Deutsche Zeltung, 12 Augui|i»i 

,* 

Stobbe urges caution 

over Bonn’s claims 

in West Berlin 

Dietrich Stobbe, the new mayor i 
West Berlin, must, if he is to pi 

a success, do more than give the 
good government and hold together h 
party, the Social Democrats. 

He must also try to ensure that lb 
divided city does not repeatedly res® 
its old role as a bone of contention b 
tween East and West despite the mu,' 
agreements that have been concluded c 
Berlin. 

In the aftermath of the 1971 Fw- 
Power Agreement it did indeed loot* 
though peace and quiet had at last i 
scended, but of late the prospects to: 
seemed steadily less promising. 

The Soviet Union and the three Wes¬ 
tern Powers may not have agreed on the 
exact status of the divided dty.'twu'wy 
nonetheless reached a compromise. 

West Berlin was to retain its ties «iu • 
the Federal Republic of Germany, tot 
velop them even, but the Federal p 
vemment continues to be denied cat 
rights because all Four Powers agree tlf 

Continued on page 3 

contemplate negotiations on the subjd 
of either the order to border guards n 
open fire* on would-be refugees or It 
form its border installations are to ttk 

Many, many human easements ^ 
need negotiating before, at some do# 
less distant date, a stage is reached13 
which the GDR feels able to dispeis 
with the precaution of keeping its P°P 
lation behind bars. • 1 
" The'resumption of intra-German tofo 
might conceivably hasten this dew?#* 

, merit, . 7 ' kaii-Ludvrig.K^ 
'(Kfoler Nadirlchten, ifc AugusMW 
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■ HOME AFFAIRS 

Schmidt holds top-level 

economic talks 
It looks as though there is going to be The Chancellor has been overwhelm- 

some action on the economic front ed with economic advice from the busi- 
soon. Chancellor Helmut Schmidt ness associations and the unions, 
invited not only Hans Friderichs, Hans Those who analysed the situation cooly 
Apel and Herbert Ehrenberg, the Minis- and critically - such as the economics 
tera of Economic Affairs, Finance and experts’ council and the economic insiti- 
Labour respectively, to the sudden and tues - knew that there were no ready- 
surprising conference in the Visitors’ made recipes, but that something had to 
House of the Hamburg Senate last week, be done. 

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich The number of possibilities for the 
Genscher was also there, and his pre- Hamburg discussion group was limited, 
sence makes it clear that it was a coali- The government is m no position to 
tion discussion in which the whole force the unions to be more modest In 
direction of government economic poll- their wage demands, which would in 
cy was the subject. turn lead to more private investment. 

All it can do is stimulate investment 
by reducing the risks of buying new 
plant and factories. The State can take 
on some of the risk by allowing the in¬ 
vestor to postpone payment of tax until 
a later date, when profits start flowing in 
from his new purchases. 

The government could get such a 
measure through parliament by means 
of a legal decree and without excessive 
parliamentary discussion, so that it could 
take effect on 1 January 1978. 

ThC net income of the population 
could be slightly increased without in¬ 
creasing companies' costs if the go¬ 
vernment used the stability law provi¬ 
sion which enables it to reduce income 
tax by up to ten per cent for a year. 

Nobody should expect miracles from 
either of these two measures, which 
were considered in the Hamburg discus¬ 
sions. But at least they would not do 
any harm. Rudolf Herlt 

(Die Zcll.12 August 1977) 

The reason for the meeting was 
figures issued by the Federal Economics 
Ministry on the economic outblook. 
These figures had alarmed the pensions 
mid unemployment insurances. 

The total number of unemployed in 
July was 972,624. It is now clear that 
the target of five per cent economic 
growth set in January will not be reach¬ 
ed this year. Four per cent is the most 
that con be hoped for. 

These two facts combined made the 
Chancellor wonder whether he could 
keep up his economic “strong nerves" 
strategy. This strategy was based on he 
healing power of reductions in spending 
with the aim of reducing the weight of 
debt in the public sector. 

It relied on companies' taking advan¬ 
tage of lower interest rates to build new 
factories, buy new machines and intro¬ 
duce new methods of production. 

This economic policy of “holding 
out” was no longer viable. In a democra¬ 
cy the nervousness of the ruled is infec¬ 
tious and soon begins to affect the 
rulers, especially when so many dismal 
predictions are circulating. 

Continued from page 2 

West Berlin is not, strictly speaking, on 
integral port of the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

Since the proscribed activities are ca¬ 
talogued, the inference must surely be 
that what is not expressly prohibited is 
permissible. 

The Soviet Union, however, and its 
allies, especially the GDR, tend to feel 
that what is not expressly permitted is 
prohibited. 

They not only try to prevent the de¬ 
velopment of ties, but also to reduce 
such tics as already exist, even going so 
far as to lodge a protest against the hol¬ 
ding in West Berlin of the annual con¬ 
ference of the Association of German 
Chuuiu-jbMtxps. 

Mayor Stobbe has noted this alarming 
trend in an article in Europa-Archiv, 
wondering what can be done about it. 
He has no sure-fire solution and even 
points out that there are two sides to 
every issue. 

"On our side,” he writes, “verbal 

debate occasionally conveys the impres¬ 
sion that the limitations on ties between 
West Berlin and the Federal Republic of 
Germany imposed by the United States, 
Britain and France in previous treaties 
and reaffirmed by all Four Powers in the 
1971 agreement are not taken seriously." 

In other words, impartial considera¬ 
tion must be given in each and every 
Instance to whether Federal government 
agencies ought to be established in Ber¬ 
lin. If Berlin is a suitable location, all 
well and good. But it does not have to 
be Berlin merely because the legal op¬ 
portunity arises. 

As in human rights, a good right can 
be rendered bad by being overused and 
misused as u political stick with which 
Id lmat lit .1 uthvr m>U\ 

Dietrich Stobbe's counsels of caution 
will not make him only friends, but he 
is nonetheless heading in the right 
direction if he wants to ensure that the 
divided city negotiates the Scylla and 
Clurybdis of claims and realities. 

(1 rimkfurier ltumKImi. It August 1977) 

Bonn plans cuts 

in income tax 

The federal government opparcntly 
intends to reduce income tax, for a 

limited period at least. This is good 
news, for two reasons. Firstly, the tax¬ 
payer is happy, because he has to pay 
less. Secondly, the move could give the 
economy the boost it needs. 

Up to now, Bonn governments have 
always reserved their tax gifts and out¬ 
bursts of generosity for election years. 
When Hans Apel, the Finance Minister, 
recently spoke of a tax cut in 1980, one 
could not help suspecting that this was 
meant to win a little bit of the elector¬ 
ate's favour. 

In the case of the special reduction in 
tax which is apparently being planned at 
the moment, we do not need to suspect 
such motives. Admittedly, there will be 
important elections in some states next 
year, but even apart from this, the Bonn 
government would have sufficient reason 
to take decisive steps \o improve the 
economic stituation. 

The recent Increase in unemployment 
figures was not on its programme for 
this summer. 

But it is too early to judge the go¬ 
vernment’s proposed measures at the 
moment. It will make its decisions at 
the end of August and it remains to be 
seen what they will look like in detail. 

(lluiinuvvrHlii! Allgcinelne, 11 August 1977) 

New measures to 

combat terrorism 

H7 or vjuic time ihjw, the federal go- 
_T vemment and the states have been 
considering ways of combating terrorism 
more effectively by means of im¬ 
proved co-operation. Last week they 
took an important step in this direction. 

The Interior Ministers of the Bonn 
government and the states have unan¬ 
imously agreed on measures to put an 
end to politically motivated violent 

The debate on atomic energy is cha¬ 
racterised by contradictory state¬ 

ments and government forecasts which 
are revised from one year to the next. 
The discussion on atomic energy is real¬ 
ly hotting up now as the SPD and FDP 
party conferences in November draw 
near. 

The position of the Bonn politicians 
who are responsible for atomic energy is 
invidious, thanks mainly to these contra¬ 
dictory forecasts. This is true for Re¬ 
search Minister Hans Matthftfer as well 
as for his FDP colleague Hans Fride¬ 
richs, who is strongly in favour of ato¬ 
mic energy. 

in September 1973 the; government 
passed its -first comprehensive energy 
programme. Atomic energy played a rel¬ 
atively modest part in the first forecasts. 

A' total of 40,000 megawatt by 1985 
was the target. Then came the energy 
crisis of the same year, caused by the 
Arab oil countries cutting supplies and 
trying to put on political pressure by 
raising prices. • 

The first “continuation** of the go¬ 
vernment energy programme in 1974 
had to Jake this new situation into .ac¬ 
count. Bonn now reckoned that, more 
electricity would have to ,be supplied by 
atomic energy. • ... 

• By 1985, almost a half (45 per cent) 
of electricity would have to pome, from 
atomic ppwer, stations. To,achieve this, 
45,000, megawatt or “ideality” 50,000 me- 

Parties uncertain 

over future atomic 

energy needs 

gawatt would be needed. These figures, 
too, were later to be revised, this tune 
downwards. 

In March of this year, the government 
produced new estimates for its revised 
energy programme. In the meantime 
there had been an economic recession. 

The reduction in economic growth 
had led to a reduction in energy require¬ 
ments. These forecast now was that 
30,000 megawatt from atomic energy by 
1985 would be enough. This would 
mean about eight atomic power stations 
less. 

And then there were the powerful ci¬ 
tizens’ action campaigns against atomic 
energy. The parties felt that they were 
being by-passed by these activities. 

Just befoife-the SPD energy congress 
in Cologne at the end of April of this 
year, Hans MatthOfer suddenly: discover¬ 
ed that 15,000 to 20,000 megawatts, of 
atomic^ energy would ensure that the 
lights did not go out all over Germany. 

Things are no different, in the other 
parties. Economic Affairs Minister Hans 
Friderichs reckons with a dangerous , gap 
in the energy, supply, which .will endan¬ 

ger the German economy and put jobs 
in jeopardy by the mid-eighties. 

Lower Saxony’s Minister of Science 
Eduard Pestel (CDU) says that there will 
not be an energy gap until the year 
2000. One does not know who to be¬ 
lieve. 

Herr MatthOfer tries In his own way 
to reassure citizens torn between fear of 
atomic radiation and economic fears. 
Even if there were a ban on the building 
of atomic power stations, the lights 
would not go out after 1985. 
• The worst that could happen would 
be measures to :save electricity, drastic 
increases In electricity prices for private 
consumers (around ,20 per cent) and 
perhaps a special tax on colour televi¬ 
sion sets, “which use twice as much ele- 
tricity as black and white ones.” 

Fears about atomic energy are in a 
large part due to concern about the dis¬ 
posal of atomic waste. The party confer¬ 
ence decisions to stop building atomic 
power stations which Herr Matthflfer an¬ 
ticipates will be taken mainly because of 
doubts and,.concern on this aspect of 
the problem. '.., 

The FDP maln federal committee-de¬ 
cided ■ several weeks ago that building 
permission . for atomic power - stations 
should be refused until permission had 
been granted for the first stage of build¬ 
ing for an atomic waste re-processing 
plant.; This will probably ..take another 
three years, ’ ■ Siegfried. Michel 

~ (Nordwest Zeltung, 10 August 1977) 

crime. The central point of the discus¬ 
sion was the agreement to intensify co¬ 
operation between federal and state se¬ 
curity services. 

This would be essential if such 
“breakdowns” (in the words of govern¬ 
ment spokesman Grunewald) as the 
Hesse state CID's delay in informing 
the federal office about the murder of 
banker JUrgen Ponto were to be avoided 
in future. 

The measures which have now been 
passed by the Interior Ministers are 
based on suggestions made by the In¬ 
terior Ministers' working party on police 
and Verfassungsschutz (Office for the 
Protection of the Constitution). They 
were worked out at a special meeting on 
20 June. The ministries were not pre¬ 
pared to give details of the plan... 

It is known that the working parties 
have suggested new methods of police 
searches and new. intensified methods 
of observation by federal and state secu¬ 
rity services find the federal CID.. 

The working parties’ suggestions are a 
reminder that the declsions mBde at the 
Interior Ministers* conference on the II 
April 1975’must be strictly adhered to. 
-It was then; agreed, that the federal CID 
should i collect and evaluate all material 
on: terrorisb, direct and walk out plans 
of operation to combat terrorists. 

The state CIDs have now been called 
upon to .pfass bri all the information they 
have gathered to the federal office. ■ 

RQdiger Monfao 
' (DW Welt, tf AUgust J V) 
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POUTICS 

A bright first 100 days for 

Berlin’s Mayor Dietrich Stobbe 
PviC v3Kr i&s 

We had incredibly good luck too.M 
This is how those close to Diet- 

rich Stobbe, new mayor of West Berlin, 
explain the continuing euphoria in 
Schtineberg town hall 100 days after the 
new man took up office. 

Insiders can only ascribe this "honey- 
moon” to on unusually high degree of 
political good fortune. 

Thirty-nine-year old Stobbe has not 
once come in for serious newspaper cri¬ 
ticism since taking up office — and that 
is saying something in the Springer 
town which is by no means well-disnos- 
cd to the soclaMibcrnl coalition. 

Not a single opposition attack has 
come anywhere near the target. (Stobbe 
describes them as “boring.") And in his 
survey of the first 100 days the new 
mayor even went so far as to say that 
his position "was getting to be more and 
more fun.” That is confidence. 

Certainly, luck played quite an impor¬ 
tant part in the first stage of what Egon 
Bahr called a “new beginning” Stobbe’s 
predecessor Klaus Schtttz left the centres 
of political decision making in such a 
sorry state of almost suicidal depression 
that things could not possibly get any 
worse and his successor was in a way 
bound Us be greeted as a saviour. . 

In the first haif year of his office^ 
there were a number of events which 
were of considerable importance for the 
attractiveness and self-esteem of the 
town: the Evangelical Church confer¬ 
ence; the 15th European exhibition of 
art, the international radio exhibition and 

lit .fe5^al ^!ilh ■“* fuU programme. 
What other German town could have 
given its mayor an even remotely com¬ 
parable accompaniment to his first 100 
days of office? 

But luck and fun alone cannot form 
the basis of a period in office which, in 
view of Stobbe's comparative youth, is 
intended to be a long one. The stress on 
strong leadership compared to the lax¬ 
ness of past years cannot be an adequate 
explanation either. 

Stobbe declared in his inaugural 
speech that “we are determined to go¬ 
vern more and to do a better job of ad¬ 
ministration.” Stobbe has flung himself 
wholeheartedly into his task, and has 
shown considerable acumen, judgement 
and commitment. , . 

He Is obviously Hying, and In some 
measure succeeding, to live up to his 
promises. If he goes on as he has started 
we will no doubt continue to read head¬ 
lines and comments such as these in 

XlL PaPers for some time now: 
Stobbe puts pep into Berlin”* Dietrich 
Stobbe, the man who is now at the ' 
helm, is a man who believes in cfficlen- I 
cy. He came out of the starting blocks 
so fast that he has got a comfortable | 
lead on the rest of the field.” , 

Everyone we spoke to at SchSneberg 
town hall confirmed the accuracy of i 
these remarks. The only trouble fs: they | 
date from 27 October 1967, refer to i 
Klaus Schfltz and make one doubt i 
whether Dietrich Stobbe*s laurels are 
going to stay fresh any longer than l 
his predecessor's. J 

The West Berlin "Abend” did write 

this about Klaus Schfltz on that 27 Oc¬ 
tober: ‘The new mayor is riding the 
crest of the wave at the moment, but 
there will be troughs, too, in the future.” 

How quickly the slum came Half a 
year later, Golo Mann suggested Schtltz 
should stand down and let writer Glinter 
Grass take his place. 

Stobbe, too, is a sceptical and realistic 
man despite his public optimism and he 
knows perfectly well that he is going to 
come down to earth with the Senate in 
the near future. His new ideas and pro¬ 
posals, which have been following one 
another at breathtaking pace up to now, 
will inevitably dry up some time. 

And then we will see what Stobbe has 
got in reserve and things will start get¬ 
ting exciting. When, in about a hundred 
days time, we analyse the main priority 
areas for Scante until the next election, 
there will be at least two important areas 
where great successes are not likely to 
be achieved. 

One is foreign policy, which is crucial 
for every mayor in the Western part of 
this city, even though the Senate itself 
has little direct influence here. 

Speaking to the Aspen Institute in 
June, Stobbe said: “In the new few years 
we will have to continue and extend our 
co-operation with the East and try to 
break down some of the barriers of mis¬ 
trust between us. 

“Berlin has, in all modesty, a vital role 
to play in this process. This will not, of 
course, change power structures, but it 
will lessen the effect of these structures 
on people. There are certainly alterna¬ 
tives to the present policy of detente, 
but there are no sensible alternatives” 

He never held high executive office 
and so he never learnt the art nr 

Berlin's Mayor Dietrich Stobbe with Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 
(Photo: Sven 8Ulh} 
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1 Continued on page 6 

Aland so he never learnt the art of 
opportunism” This is the “Frankfurter 
Ailgemeine Zeitung’s” comment on 
Jochen Steffen. 

Steffen’s reply: “People do not know 
now much opportunism it takes to re¬ 
main in the SPD as a left-winger.” But 
he may not remain in the party for 
much longer. 

Steffen, who has been a Social Demo¬ 
crat since 1945 and is a member of the 
federal party executive is seriously con¬ 
sidering leaving the party if it does not 
change its employment policies radically. 

The alternative for him would be the 
FDP: “I know it is a party which basi¬ 
cally upholds privileges, but it still 
stands for liberal freedoms.” 

In the magazine “das da” of which he 
is a co-editor, Steffen wrote “Conjee- 
tures about Uncle Herbert”. It was wide¬ 
ly taken as invective against Herbert 
Wehner, and since writing It “red 
Jochen" himself has been subjected to a 
lot of abuse. 

His party colleague Conrad Ahlers 
wrote that he was very sick and had to 
be dealt with considerately - a remark 
which Steffen described as “a particular¬ 
ly perfidious form of repressive toler¬ 
ance.” 

Ahlers added that Steffen had been 
drifting irresistibly towards the left. Stef¬ 
fen sees things differently: it is not he 
who Is drifting left it is the SPD drift¬ 
ing right. 

, to fact Steffen is, unlike many others, 
totally consistent and true to himself. 
He is a self confessed mandst, but a vio¬ 
lent opponent of “GDR socialism", a re- 

SPD critic Steffen 

is thinking of 

leaving the party 

Jochen Steffen 
(Photo: Svan Simon) 

foimlst in a party which Is suspicious of 
the least reform, a man who mobilises, 
but also polarises opinion within his 
party and outside it. 

Steffen led the Schleswig Holstein 
SPD for nearly ten years up to 1975. 
During this time, he made no secret of 
the fact that his was a socialist party. 

Schleswig-Holstein has been ruled!? 
the CDU for 27 years and in 1971 b 
former fellow student Stoltenberg wo) 
the absolute majority for the CDU 
However, the SPD still got 41 per cenL 

Not so long ago, Steffen expressed ft 
opinion that the SPD was better off if 
Opposition. He has now changed hi 
mind. “Basically It does not matter ofi 
way or the other which way the Sods 
Democrats fail to provide an aliens* 
tive” 

Writing of Wehner, Steffen says 
he "always worked off his frustrations & 
the political struggle in a cynically # 
gressive, insultingly scornful or dirty m 
vulgar manner.” 

There is a sense in which the same* 
true of Steffen himself. Steffen is by of 
means a patient comrade in commit!# 
and he has expressed his bitter resent 
ment at the. fact that “the SPD hi 
party which explains the necessity 0 
capitalism to the workers," and that tb 
Chancellor believes “in an elite whld 
makes politics for the masses.” 

If Steffen resigns his seat In the stat 
parliament arid does not stand for elec 
tion to the federal party executive, th| 
will not mean he will have no-poUtkf 
authority in future. < 

He will go on working out1 th( 
thoughts on the "democratisation o 
democracy” and for the left he’ will« 
main what he always has been; art aitef 
native in an SPD which-is no longer $ 
-leaser eyfl. q. Made 

, . . iueiitsches Ailg'eraelnWSocmt^*^^ 
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THE CONSTITUTION 

State need not give Communist 

teacher civil service status 

The Hesse administrative court has 
now ruled, after an appeal, that the 

state of Hesse is not obliged to give Sil¬ 
via Gingold a permanent pensionable 
position as a teacher, carrying the status of 
a civil servant. 

The reason: Silvia Gingold is a mem¬ 
ber of the DKP (German Communist 
Party) which is “hostile to the constitu¬ 
tion*. 

At the same time the court allowed a 
complaint by the Bundesbahn (Federal 
RailwaysX who had refused to give Weiv 
ner Krone a permanent position in its 
construction department on the grounds 
that he was a member of the DKP. 

Leave to appeal to the Federal Consti¬ 
tutional Court was refused In both cases. 
In Frankfurt the defence counsel an¬ 
nounced that they would put in a com¬ 
plaint against not being given leave to 
appeal. 

They described the judgements 
against their clients as a blatant disre¬ 
gard of the basic right of professional 
freedom which is guaranteed in the 
Basic Law and a disregard of the “party 
privilege” (i.e. the ruling that only the 
Federal Constitutional Court and no 
other can declare a party “hostile to the 
constitution.”) 

The Hesse administrative court 
reversed the previous decision calling 
upon Education Minister Krollmann 
(SPD) to reconsider his refusal to to give 
Silvia Gingold a permanent post in view 
of her qualifications. 

The Bundesbahn had also been oblig¬ 
ed, according to the first ruling, to give 
Werner Krone a permanent post as an 
official. 

The reasons for the new ruling in Kro¬ 
ne’s case have not been made public. In 
the case of Gingold the entire text of 

The duty to defend the free and 
democratic basic order of the 

Federal Republic of Germany is indivis¬ 
ible. It does not apply only at the place 
of work. . 

The case was as follows: the university 
of Hamburg wanted to give a leading 
official of the Hamburg DKP Copnuhist 
Party) a teaching post, the town of 
Hamburg, which is responsible for the 
university and the employer of all uni¬ 
versity personnel, refused to confirm the 
appointment. Litigation then followed. 

The supreme administrative court of 
Hamburg ruled in favoui of the total 
council and the Federal administrative 
court has now upheld its decision. This 
ruling is final. ■ • ■ 

The teacher in question has been a 
permanent state official since 1970. The 
ruling raises the question whether he 
should be removed frdm this position 
on the basis that there are justifiable 
doubts about his loyalty to the cohsti- 
tution. ' • ! ; 

The judgement reads as follows: “In 
the opinion of the Federal administra- the Federal administra- 

the reasons for the decision has been 
published. 

One of the main reasons for ihe Hesse 
administrative court’s ruling is the 
DKP’s “hostility to the constitution.” 
The party presents conditions in the 
Soviet Union and the GDR as exem¬ 
plary. Its goal Is to realise the state and 
social system of .the GDR in the Federal 
Republic of Germany., , , 

“The DKP and the KPD both acknow¬ 
ledge the teachings of Marx, Engels and 
Lenin. The DKP avoids in its program¬ 
matic statements any positive reference 
to political freedoms, division of power, 
governmental responsibility and the in¬ 
dependence of the judiciary. In a social¬ 
ist system such as the DKP desires these 
basic principles of a free and demo¬ 
cratic society would have no validity. 

“Even if the DKP wants to achieve its 
political aims in the Federal Republic of 
Germany by democratic means, it has 
not finally renounced the possibility of a 
revolutionary change. In this respect it is 
no different from the DKP which was 
prohibited in a judgement of the Federal 
Constitutional Court,” the verdict states. 

In 1975 the Federal Constitutional 
Court stressed that each individual case 
should be examined and that member¬ 
ship of the DKP alone did not consti¬ 
tute sufficient grounds for excluding a 
candidate from state service. 

The Kassel judges have tried to observe 
this principle by pniming out that Silvia 
Gingold was' not just a DKP member. 
She also stood as a DKP candidate in 
the national elections and was particular¬ 
ly active in representing the interests of 
the DKP. 

This proved that site enjoy¬ 
ed “a position of special trust” within 
her party. Silvia Gingold's counsel describ¬ 
ed this passage in the judgement as “an 
unparalleled disregard of the right to be 
elected.” 

The administrative court also delves 
into her youth in its efforts 
to underpin its judgement. The Court 
ruled that information gathered by the 
Verfassungsschutz (Office for the Pro- 

Loyally to State 

not restricted to 

work, court rules 

tive court the school teacher performs a 
task which is of great political impor¬ 
tance. The Senate £ees no reason to con¬ 
sider the position of university teacher 
of less significance in this context.” ' . 

It adds: “According to rulings of the 
Federal Constitutional Court and. the. 
Federal Administrative Court, the gua¬ 
rantee of freedom of teaching consider¬ 
able independence in the pursuit of their 
profession, more independence than 
ip general regulations for ptate officials. 

“But their general status* as officials 
remains unaffected by article 5, para. 3, 
section I of the Basio Lata. The right of 
academic freedom 'does not Tree the uni¬ 
versity teacher frtm his-duty1 to be loyal 
to the constitution." i 

Silvia Gingold 
(Photo: dpn) 

tcction of the Constitution) could not be 
used in deciding whether an applicant 
could be appointed. 

The Kassel judges claim that this 
ruling is only valid for the preparatory 
service, whereas Silvia Gingold wanted to 
be appointed to a permanent post as an 
official. Furthermore, her activities since 
1968 could not be regarded as “youthful 
follies." 

The defence argued that Silvia Gin- 
gold's parents were in the anti-Nazi re¬ 
sistance movement, some of her relatives 
were gassed In Auschwitz. She 
has had an anti-fascist upbringing which 
led almost automatically to membership 
of the DKP. 

The court said that Silvia Gingold’s 
reasons for joining the DKP were irrele¬ 
vant. it was also Irrelevant that 
her work was exemplary and that 
she had so far made no attempts to in¬ 
doctrinate her pupils (she is 
working iis an 'Angestellte' salaried em¬ 
ployee-teacher.) 

The Hesse Minister of Education 
Krollmann said that she would 
continue to be employed in the school 
service as a salaried employee. The court 
Irad only mled on the question of 
whether she was entitled to a per¬ 
manent state post as on official. 

Herr Krollmann added that the court 
had not made any new ruling on whether 
one could demand the same degree of 
loyalty from salaried employees as from 
teachers with civil service status. 

(SUddeutsche Zeltung. II August 1977) 

> The Federal administrative court 
stresses in its judgement that the: state 
official's “duty to be loyal” is in no way 
limited, not even in the area of universi¬ 
ty teaching. 

This means that candidates for state 
posts, holders of state posts (Beamte) 
and those In equivalent positions must 
uphold “at the very least” the basic 
values which, according tb article 70, of 
the Basic Law, cannot be changed. 

.These are, according to the Federal 
administrative court's list: respect for the 
basio human rights set out in the Basic 
Law; national sovereignty;- division of 
power; government responsibility;: the 
legality, of . the administration; > the 
independence of the , courts,: the' party. 
system* equallity of opportunity! for all 
political parties and:the right to'opposi¬ 
tion. : •: ,1 ;• -i ,••■’4 : 
. This is the.third Federal administra¬ 
tive court judgement * on - the i employ¬ 
ment of extremists in the public service 
(Az.: VII C 17.74.) The: Bierlin court last 
ruled on thequestlon in February' 1975. 

. (DldWoK. ll AUjpist'1977) 

Hamburg lays down 

loyalty guidelines 

After three years of argument in the 
social-liberal government and four¬ 

teen months of tough negotiations, the 
Hamburg Senate has now laid down new 
guidelines for “the procedure for deter¬ 
mining loyalty to the constitution.” 

This means that for the first time 
since the radicals* decree was introduced 
six years. ago, procedures have been 
devised which, in the Senate's opinion, 
guarantee “a maximum of legality and 
fairness.” * 

The main staff council, which rep re* 
sents: Hamburg’s 100,000 employees and 
the various unions to which they belong, 
put the finishing touches to the guide¬ 
lines. 

In March it made use of its vote of 
co-determinatlon In administrative pro¬ 
cedural matters and rejected tho Senate's 
first draft. 

The negotiations which followed on 
this were at times tough, but always to 
the point and In them both sides 
managed to eliminate some of the 
vaguer formulations of tho original draft 
and replace them with precise regulations. 

Dieter Heering of the Nordmark 
branch of the DGB (Trade Unions' 
Confederation) observed that “we have 
found an exemplary procedure.” 

As has been the practice up to now, 
all candidates for positions in tire slate 
service or for the office of judge will 
have their loyalty to the constitution ex¬ 
amined. 

In the case of public service em¬ 
ployees and workers, there will only be a 
investigation procedure if their work 
“involves important matters of state.” 
The criteria for determining what im¬ 
portant matters of state are will be quite 
clear and strict. 

The Senate also stipulates in what 
areas investigations of workers and em¬ 
ployees should take place. A list, has not 
yet been worked out, but in the Sena¬ 
torial office for the Administrative Ser¬ 
vice, the "employers” of all the city- 
state's civil servants, they assume that 
every candidate for the police and legal 
service and for school and social service, 
tax authorities and fire brigade will be 
investigated. 

Only “evidence which would be valid 
in a coqrt of law” can be used against 
candidates in future. 

In addition, only Information which 
has already been acquired may be used. 
“Investigations and research by the auth¬ 
orities themselves are not allowed." 

If the employing authority has no re¬ 
servations about a candidate's loyalty to 
the constitution, the Verfassungsschutz 
(Officb for the Protection of the Consti¬ 
tution) will no longer be informed. 

If the Verfassungsschutz ■ is brought 
lit, it may still only rproylde facts which; 
would be valid in a court of law.1 Fur¬ 
thermore, these foots must have been 
obtained '‘within 1 the, framework of the 
execution of its legal function” .1 

This, formulation is a reference to the 
draft law;which is still being discussed 
in the SPD and FDP parliamentary par* 
ties,This law will, for.the first time, put 
the ^VarfaMungaschutz oil a,‘clearly 
defined iegajfootjng this autumn. .... 
. .The nCw guidelines ynjl not . dispel the 
con^royeray aboyt the need for a radio* 
als* decree or the evaluation of eaph in¬ 
dividual case. But the procedure for'in¬ 
vestigating . loyalty to thfl constitution 
has at least been given a, form which 
conforms to. the requirements of a State 
based oh the role of law. Werhart Otto 

1 • ■ ■•* >’ . '.(VorwlrU, 4 AUfuat 1977) 
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African States look to Bonn to grasp 

the initiative in commodities talks 
Following the debacle of the North- 

South talks in Paris stock has been 
taken in plentiful and productive discus¬ 
sion at the OAU summit in Libreville. 

Consideration was given to ways and 
means of meeting the industrialised 
countries half-way so as to arrive at a 
working consensus on international eco¬ 
nomic affairs after all. 

Particular attention has been paid to 
the Important part this country has to 
play, and Foreign Minister Genscher has 
twice interrupted his summer holidays 
for stopover talks at Frankfurt airport 
with Foreign Minister Jean Keutcha of 
Cameroun; and President Nyerere of 
Tanzania. 

At the Unctad conference in Nairobi 
Bonn was rated a"Mftrd-llner, but nowa¬ 
days this counity’s flexible .'attitude 
towards developing countries demands is 
widely ackriowlcgded. ' 

African appreciates that Bonn's 
change.of heart on the Common Fund 
proposal has oome in for harsh criticism 
from industrial opinion in this country 
and thus goes about as far as the Bonn 
government can afford to go politically. 

In return for greater flexibility on 
commodities, however, this country 
would like to come to terms on energy 
and investment safeguards. 

Berlin’s Mayor 
Continued from page4 

Jng enough publicity for the European 
art exhibition ‘Tendencies in the 20s”. 

After the success of the Staufer ex¬ 
hibition in Stuttgart, Stobbe has‘come 
up with the fascinating, but difficult to 
realise suggestion of setting up a Prussia 
exhibition in West Berlin. 

There have been a number of petty 
objeclions to this from within Ms own 
ranks, but Stobbe explains (hat he “dries 
not want to make a spiked helmet ex- 
Mbition out of it”. ' . 

. The exhibition would be planned and. 
nip by an international council of high 
calibre and the “world’s eyes would be 
on Berlin.” It-would not be a piivtnoU, 
small-time project, be assured thpip. 

This seems to be a psychological 
harking back to the old capital city 
mentality. Stobbe is determined to do 
everything he possibly can to make Ber¬ 
lin a major European metropolis again if 
it is not one already. 

His key-word is self-confidence, but 
there are others: openness, generosity, 
willingness to- argue ahd discuss, pa¬ 
tience in the face of political criticisms 
— virtues which all have yet to be put 
to the test. 5 

But In the meantime the optimistic 
get-up-and-go style of the new mayor 
is .already beginning to have its effect. 
Some months ago, the Christian Demo¬ 
crats tried to gain power by continual!/ 
calling for votes of 'no-confidened in 
Schott On the. 100th &ty of office, the 
“Abend14 headline was: “Peter Lorenz 
Grants grand coalition with SPD-Jii Ber- 
K" ". : ' ; Oqo JdigWete ; 

(Frankfurter Rundschau, 10 August J977) 

President Bongo of Gabon, host to 
the OAU summit; would like to see this 
country grasp the initiative on the In¬ 
dustrialised world’s behalf in the North- 
South dialogue. So would political lea¬ 
ders in Zambia, Kenya and the Ivory 
Coast. 

Africa would, indeed, like the dialogue 
to become a permanent institution, me¬ 
diating as and when required, laying 
down limits, arranging settlements an 
generally forestalling crises.1 

In African eyes the United States has 
proVed, either unable or unwilling to 
take on this role. 

African opinion lias swung round in 
favour of institutionalising the North- 
South talks partly because the European 
Community, as it well realises, will, in 
the long term, remain Africa’s major 
trading partner, with Bonn playing a 
leading role. 

African leaders also recall the fair deal 
they were given by this country in the 
negotiations leading up to the signing of 
the Lome Convention between the EEC 
and an initial 46 African, Caribbean and 
Pacific countries. 

Last but not least, Bonn provides 
devetopement aid Without strings, which 
is more than can be said for a good 
many donor countries. 

Last year African exports to this coun¬ 
try comfortably exceeded imports. Ex¬ 
ports were up 18.1 per cent to 16,900 
million deutschmarks, while imports 
were up a mere 13.7 per cent to 14,100 
million deutschmarks. 

Bonn was thus in the red, as it were, 
to the tune of 2,800 million deutsch- 

Industrial imports from East bloc 
countries are likely to increase at a 

faster rate over the next few years, ac¬ 
cording to the World Trade Institute, 
Kiel. 

Imports of raw materials and food¬ 
stuffs will decline in significance, so 
that by 1980 more than half the in¬ 
dustrial goods imported from East bloc 
countries wilt be consumer goods and 
capital investment. 

The Kiel economists forecast swifter 
progress towards .integration between 
this country and the East bloc than in 
the sixties. 

Imports of industrial products from 
the East bloc are not, on the other hand, 
likely to increase as dramatically as simi¬ 
lar imports from the developing coun¬ 
tries have done since 1970. 

Between 1975 and 1980 industrial 
imports from East bloc countries are an¬ 
ticipated os having increased at an ave¬ 
rage annual rate of twelve per cent, fol¬ 
lowed by average growth fates of 12.7 
per cent over the following five years. 

For purposes of comparison it may be 
noted that the corresponding increase in 
the first half of the seventies was; a mere 
7.6 per cent . . . ; 

■ In the early seventies sales of invest-! 
niCht goods from the East bloo increased 
in value.by.a mere two per cent per an- 

marks in 1976, 8S against 1,800 million 
the year before. 

As a percentage of Bonn's overall for¬ 
eign trade, however, business with Africa 
has declined marginally, as African ob¬ 
servers have been quick to notice. 

Exports to Africa last year accounted 
for 5.5 per cent of total exports, as 
against 5.6 per cent the year before, 
while the corresponding figures for.im¬ 
ports were 76 an 7.8 per -cent respecti¬ 
vely. 

Industrial opinion in this country at¬ 
tributes this slight decline to fighting in 
various parts of Africa. Imports from 
Angola were down 57.3 per cent, from 
Mozambique 586 per cent and Rhodesia 
333 per cent. 

There have been increases, too,, of 
course, especially oil , from Nigeria, 
Gabon and Libya an higher world mar¬ 
ket prices for a number of crops such as 
coffeo, tea and cocoa. 

In the case of certain agricultural: im¬ 
ports there have been increases of sever¬ 
al-hundred per cent, as, for. instance, in 
Kenya’s cose, but the quantities con¬ 
cerned remain insignificant in the over¬ 
all context. . 

The major suppliers continue to be 
South Africa for ore, Libya, Algeria and 
Nigeria for petrolcium and Ivory Coast 
for farm produce of all kinds. 

On the export side South Africa re¬ 
mains this country's best customer in 
the continent, buying goods to the value 
of 3,149 million deutschmarks — an in¬ 
crease of 34.1 per cent on the year be¬ 
fore. 

Private investment in Africa has not 
developed as satisfactorily, industrial 
sources in this country concede. It mty 
have been up 76 per cent last year, but 
this compares ill with the 1975 growth 
rate of 17.2 per cent, especially as 

Faster rate of 

imports expected 

from East bloc 

num, but over the next few years the 
growth rate is expected to amount to 
twenty per cent* with similar increases 
in imports of consumer goods. 

Growth rates will,.be lower for raw- 
materials and , foodstuffs, for which ave¬ 
rage annual increases of 7,1 and 59 per 
cent respectively are forecast for the se-’ 
cond half ot hp seventies. ■ 

Exports from this country, are likeiy.tb 
derive Indirect benefit from an ifjciipse 
in sales of East bloc industrial goods1 
here. 1 " 

In recent’years East bloc countries 
have accumulated such high debts iiv 
this' couptty that they tend to feel im¬ 
ports from the Federal Republic !of 
Germany must not increase at a faster rate 
than exports to tills country.; >,.... - 
j The East bloo resolved mot to increase 
its indebtedness to this country,- With 
the result that orders began to stagnate 
markedly last year. ' -i;..liv*:*.-, j.it j; 
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investment in Africa accounts ,foi x 
mere four per cent of overall privaia» 
investment abroad. 

There is further growth potential hert 
and Bonn spokesmen repeatedly point 
out that Bonn provides a number of 
Incentives to invest In Africa; it Is now 

.up to Africans themselves to improve 
investment safeguards and efficiency. 

Forecasts for the current year are most 
encouraging. In Nairobi sources from 
this country have on more tlian one » 
caslon been reported as feeling that 
investment conditions are looking up iH 
over Africa, 

Stepping up the rate of investment, 
they argue, is the only way this county 
can help African economies in the long 
term, especially in the industrial sector. 

' But periodic protestations of goodift 
are not enough to encourage investors,- 
8nd neither are legal safeguards, which 
are not tied to be worth more than the 
paper on which they are printed. 

What investors need Is more substan¬ 
tial, encouragement, such as capital 
fer and permission -to export profits, 
credit and tax , concessions, regional 
planning for sales markets and, as far u 
possible, a free hand in hiring ami 
firing. 

Kenya’s bid to surmount the Paris dead¬ 
lock could \yell lead to improvements 
along thes lines, but Bonn will need (a 
ensure, in the courses of its approacbn 
to African governments, that this coun¬ 
try does not come in for even heavier 
fire for its substantial trade with South 
Africa. " 

. The Bonn government will need to 
drgue that its policy on South Africa b 
governed not only by economic interest 
but also by peace policy and that this 
country can only pi ay . the part that is ex¬ 
pected Of if in helping to end the wfca 
in southern Africa by retaining Us eco¬ 
nomic role. 

Africans who are prepared to admit 
that these arguments carry a certain , 
amount of conviction note, howevu, 
that Bonn1 should put to more dele- 
mined use such influence as it owes to 
its economic ties with southern Africa. 

' ’’ (Handelsblott, 2 August 1977) 

• The Kiel economists' point out that 
East Woe countries have been increa¬ 
singly successful since the early seven¬ 
ties in selling industrial products on the 
domestic market, even proving mor< 
competitive that others. 

This success was1 due in part to;fr# 
trade with the East bloc from the raid' 
sixties on.' What is more, the East blort. 
range of industrial goods coincided'f 
demand potential in this country.- 

1 Com'dcbn Countries have proved 
tfcularty .Competitive in sectors Involvifl 
standardised, mass production, espeM . 
labour-intensive industries. " ■’* J . ^ : 

■Successes have also been acbJeveci.jj 
capital-intensive industries, such as wood 
finishing cellulose, paper arid paty 
mills and oil.refineries, earth'arid stoitfi ■ 
fqpdstuffs andriop-ferrous mefCIS, 
,’Roughly, half industrial t trade 

thjf; country and, the East bloo is. Jn^ 
ton in which there is a twp-yvay trarilA. 
such qs textiles; metel, pro.ceasiijg j 
ferrous'.metals, ^arthand s^e^eeiajni^ v 
and rI ass ware. ■>." r . • •r’.r 

■This feciprocal.itrade is, not 4*. J 
lopedas^th.industriaiisedipountri® «.. 
the West* 4-is mote, intensive ; 
with the Third world. ’.w>!,r!a 

* •, Jians-lQfgen tftfwto _ f 
;ri?:& ti:•hii Ir.i ■. r(btoW®ifi,a Augart 
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INDUSTRY 

German building firms strike it rich 

with contracts abroad 
Although there, is a slump on the 

home building market, the major 
German building companies are still 
able to pay out juicy dividends to .their 
shareholders. The reason: German build¬ 
ing firms are increasingly moving into 
the foreign market. 

The dividends shareholders receive are 
more often than not earned on foreign 
building sites — takings from work done 
in the Middle East. South America, or 
the Far East. 

If you want to pinpoint precisely 
where these German firms are burrow¬ 
ing you need a very detailed atlas. In 
the Sultapate of Oman, for example, 
Strabog is building a road from Sohor to 
A1 Ain through difficult mountainous 
terrain. In Nigeria it is building the 
complete airport building and an almost 
4 kilometre long runway at Murtala. Mu- 
hammed airport near Lagos. 

The , Philip Holzmann AG recently 
built a fine mosque in Tati (Saudi Ara¬ 
bia). It is constructing a giant quay wall 
in Richards Bay harbour in South Africa 
and in Moizog in Libya it is working on 
an irrigation project. 

There is also the enticing prospect of 
an extension for the university of Tripo¬ 
li in Libya. And in Saudi Arabia, Holz¬ 
mann have got an order to extend the 
harbour in Damman. 

German workers are tunneling at Lok 
Fu station for the Hong Kong under¬ 
ground, constnicting the new Interna¬ 
tional airport at Jeddah In Saudi Arabia 
and building atomic power stations No. 
I and No. 2 near Bushehr in Iran. 

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact 
moment when these German firms were 
all bitten by this bug. The trend certain¬ 
ly became more noticeable when oil be¬ 
came drastically dearer in 1973/1974. 

The German economy began to sag 
visibly at the time. But at the same time 
the Central Bank saved many Germans 
from the dread of inflation by tighten¬ 
ing money controls. This led to the col¬ 
lapse of the building market. 

It was fortunate for the building firms 
that the Opec countries had money to 
bum at the time. And so the march 
abroad began, particularly in the direc¬ 
tion of these Opec countries. 

The figures are as follows: German 
firms got orders worth 1,300 million 
marks from abroad in 1972 and for 
1,500 Million marks in 1973. In 1974 . 
and 1975 the'figures had soared to 5,200 
million and 7,300 million marks respec¬ 
tively. 

Last .year the .number of orders from 
abroad for the huilding industry reached 
an all-time record of 12,000 million 
marks. By far the most important cus¬ 
tomers were Saudi Arabia, Nigeria and 
Iran, followed by - Libya, Algeria and 
Oman. ; 

These impressive figures for foreign 
orders;should not make us forget'the 
whole picture. Trie orders have certainly 
increased rapidly, but they still only re¬ 
present 4 per cent of the total volume 
of the German building industry* 1 

Clearly, though,, these orders-are im¬ 
portant to the big building firms. The 
vast majority of - these orders are carried 
out a few dozen 1 German firms. Last ;yfear 
70 out of a'total of 3,000,German.con¬ 
struction- firms 1 got orders‘from abroad. 
And of these 70, the giants were way in 
front of all the others. 

If we look at the example of the 
Hochtief AG, we can see how much 
foreign orders mean to them. 

At the end of 1976,,a total of ,65 per 
cent of all orders came from abroad. 
While the number , of employees at 
home has been sinking steadily in the 
last few years, the number on the pay¬ 
roll abroad has risen dramatically - in 
1976 alone jt rose by two thirds. 

Hochtief now has almost as many 
workers on foreign as on home sites. 
And, among its competitors the picture 
is such the same. . . 

These foreign ordere. are not really a 
solution to the critical situation on the 
employment front in the building trade. 
A good 90 per cent of the workers on 
the foreign sites ore local men, as a rule 
Arabs. At the end of 1976 there, were 
90,000 native workers on German firms’ 
building sites abroad as opposed to 
about 6,500 German workers. 

Only the top people - from he engi¬ 
neer to the foreman — come from 
Germany. And such people are not easy 

to come by. It is not everyone’s cup of 
tea to spend several years in these often 
unwelcoming areas - even if they can 
bring their families with them. 

German firms do everything they pos¬ 
sibly can to make life easier for their 
German workers and their families; 
from cosy: little houses in well-kept 
camps to schools for the children. 
' 'Wherever you go, whether It is to 
Bushehr, Abu Dliabi, Jeddah or the Sul¬ 
tanate of Oman, you will find German 
schools with German teachers paid by 
the firms. It is even quite likely that 
there will soon be German grammar 
schools “in the desert.” '• . 
. It is a mistake to assume.that there 
are few rides involved In foreign busi¬ 
ness. In fact the risks are considerable. 

The Bremen company of Treuhand, 
for instance, took on an order to build 
over 5,000 flats in Algeria for 400 mil¬ 
lion marks. The company had little 
knowledge of the market and made a 
considerable loss. 

And the risks are becoming greater. 
One problem is staff. They have to be 
trained and then almost taught to work 
at the required pace. Dealings with auth¬ 
orities in the East are much more 
complicated and long drawn out than 

Half of (Germany’s industrial 

plant is out-dated 
About a half of German companies’ 

industrial plant is obsolescent today. 
In 1960 it was only a third. “This is a 
worrying sign of increasing obsoles¬ 
cence" says Walter Mohr, president of 
the Bavarian Employers’ Association. 

Secretary of State Giunet of Bonn’s 
Economics Ministry and the Union of 
German Machine Tool Factories (VDW) 
have expressed similar concern recently. 

The Union of German Mechanical In¬ 
stitutes (VDMA) is critical of the fact 
that Germany lags behind Japan in this 
respect. 

The question of whether and to what 
extent a modernisation of plant would 
mean an increase in the competitivity of 
German industry is still unresolved. The 
VDMA does not believe that German 
firms are committing “sins of omission.” 
Firms that, saw possibilities in. a given 
market, were not slow to invest.: 
• The spokesman of large firms make a 
similar point, observing that the struc¬ 
ture change, the transition to completely 
new products, forces them to introduce 
new machinery. • 

In particularly important areas of pro¬ 
duction, the 'average life of tools rand 
production machinery was getting shor¬ 
ter all the time. Forty three per-cent of 
all Siemens. products, fori example; are 
not more than five years ol& and so cor¬ 
responding changes in machinery-also 
have to be made. 

The VOW’S observation that Germany 
is on average four years behind' in -this 
area ls still valld.i It would cost'double 
the annual productionoyer DM 
13,000 million *- to modernise plant 
and'machinery and bring1 It up to the 

required standard in the metal-working 
industry. 

But the age of the machinery is not 
the only problem: What about produc¬ 
tion flow? Is it optimal? What about 
buildings, transport, storage of materials 
and finished products, energy supply, 
telephone and telex networks, Internal 
post, wastage, anti-pollution measures? 

Organisation, sales departments and 
the internal information system are also 
areas of infrastructure which have to be 
looked at. This is where Walter Mohr 
(board member of Siemens AG) sees the 
chance for a “third way” of investing. 

Industry has been vety shy of invest¬ 
ing in plant extensions for some time 
now. Rationalising investment alone 
cannot bring about an improvement in 
the- general economic climate and ease 
the.employment situation*. 

Now that the general level of business 
activity was low it was time to look at 
Weak spots, and sources qf mors and-get 
rid: of stop-gaps, which. hpd , become 
permanent.,.. . ... , 

Improvements in infrastructure; would 
have ta> be made :antioycticallyii because 
in boom -times there, .wo? ..neither .time 
nor,'ihbney,., V 
' !GpQd*cjw)y calculated .prices, .favou¬ 
rable. unapcjiig : opportunities. an'd ’f^t 
deltyeiy data,/woitia ail maty moderni¬ 
sation easier in times of recession. ■ 

In 1.976 German industrial companies 
invested. about ’ DM36,00d million.1 If 
ahother 15 pe/ cerit ’of thls .cOuld'be 
used for improvements in firing' infras¬ 
tructure, : this wbold' mean 1 a Jeariy 
investment volume of more than ^,4o0 
million .marks or more than 20,000' mil¬ 

they are here, and one cannot always 
rely on decisions made. 

Another risk is that the orders, which 
in some cases ace worth billions of 
marks, are for periods of several years. A 
lot can happen in this time. For in¬ 
stance prices can rocket. 

This is disastrous in view of the fact 
that these orders are in the currency of 
the country concerned. Only a few years 
ago, deutsclunark contracts were1 the 
rule. , 

And as a rule, foreign business 
partners are not prepared to allow for 
these upward price adjustments.To com¬ 
pensate for this possibility, German 
companies insist on pre-payments as 
high as possible. 

The orders are also insured through 
the Hermes company, they take on the 
political and. the considerable economic 
risk, in exchange for a percentage of 
profits. ; 

It is difficult to .say whether the;bpom 
in foreign business will lost. Kurt. Heck- 
er, spokesman for the Holzmann board, 
does, not bclivc ityt the Opec countries 
wili go bn.building at the present rate. 

There, will be fewer building contracts 
to tender for because building budgets 
arc being cut in the oil countircs. Herr 
Hecker adds that “International competi¬ 
tion, particularly from Asia, is hotting 
up all the time.” 

. The Koreans, the Taiwanese, Japanese 
and the Indians are beginning to pene¬ 
trate the market with their cheaper rates. 
It is a market that they still consider 
well worth operating in. PetN Hm 

(Kftlncr SintU-Aii/tflger. 6 August 1977) 

lion marks in four years. Together with 
the Uj.QOQ million murks Cor public in¬ 
frastructure improvements this would be 
a considerable Impetus for the whole eco¬ 
nomy and for the labour market. 

As many firms are not in a position 
to provide investment finance them¬ 
selves, the state should step into the 
breach and help out, as it doesTn the 
case of the renovation of old buildings. 
Possible forms this state aid could take: 
premiums, higher write-off values, cred¬ 
its and tax-relief. 

Walter Mohr's suggestions aim at im¬ 
proving the economic situation by 
means of Improvements in company in¬ 
frastructure, even though the German 
market Is not a good sales market at the 
momeht. 

A better Industrial infrastructure is 
also an end in itself, because Japan, 
Germany’s-strongest competitor after the 
USA, has an excellent standard in this 
.field, as a VDMA spokesman stressed.; . 

In Japan they were increasingly pro¬ 
ducing their own machine tools and 
were far less dependent on imports than 
they had been in previous years. This 
would lead;tp an. increased export driye* 
the .effects ; of which Europe would, rtf 
pldly feel. 
-It is not so much Japan’s modem in¬ 
dustrial equipment that German indus¬ 
trial circles fear Os state distance and 
export aid. Ini many cases Japanese 
prices, were higher at home than on ex¬ 
port lists, but it was difficult'to-prove 
this.except-in a few individual oases.: 
- Classical-: i dumping as • practised 

by European and American firms was 
easy'to pinpoint; but In Japan industry, 
tradins-hpuses, banks, insurances * and 
sometimes even-the state, formed a Con¬ 
glomerate.' - i-. - ? •• : 
r-i Inn Japan the Average age of 'manage¬ 
ment Was considerably higher, decisions - 
often took longer and it was not always 
clearwho was responsible for what area, 
i ■ ■■■•> Continued on page 8 
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ENERGY 

145 minor mishaps at nuclear power plants 

in 12 years, Bonn report notes 
Many people wonder - as well they 

might - just how safe nuclear 
power stations In this country are. Thir¬ 
teen of them with a combined installed 
capacity of 6,400 megawatts are already 
in operation. 

Government energy plans provide for 
the inauguration of a further fifteen 
I,200-megawatt power reactors by 1985, 
and even though this target is unlikely 
to be achieved, safety precautions as¬ 
sume increasing importance. 

Whatever the pace of development, 
atomic energy is sure to play a larger 

i part In our lives than in the past, and 
the risk of a nuclear mishap increases 
proportionately. 

Large nuclear power stations use up to 
forty tons of enriched uranium as fuel. 
What is more, during fission all manner 

,of radioactive matter is produced that 
would contaminate the atmosphere if 
the reactor were to spring a leak. 

Reactor construction and design in- 
, corporate every conceivable precaution 
in order to ensure that nothing unfore¬ 
seen can possibly happen and to ensure, 
in particular, that radioactive particles 
are not released into the atmosphere. 

But no one can give a copper-bottom¬ 
ed guarantee that a mishap will never 
happen. Minor mishaps have, indeed, 
occurred at regular intervals in existing 
installations over the years. 

The Bonn government's recently-pub¬ 
lished 450-page "atoms for peace" report 
notes no fewer than 145 incidents at 
nuclear power stations in this country 
between 1965 and last April. 

They included damage to fuel ele¬ 
ments and the cooling system, to reactor 
controls and measuring equipment, and 
accidents that have occurred during con¬ 
struction and maintenance. 

There has yet to be an incident so 
serious that it can no longer be brought 
under control, not even the fatal acci¬ 
dent at Grundremmingen nuclear power 
station on 19 November 1975. 

What happened at Grundremmingen 
was that a mechanic who was replacing 
a valve forgot that the pipe was still 
under pressure and was killed by hot 
steam, which just happened to be slight¬ 
ly radioactive. 

So the solitary fatality in the catalogue 
of nuclear mishaps at power stations in 
this country was not, strictly speaking, 
due to contamination and a radioactive 
leak. 

Closer scrutiny of the catalogue indi¬ 
cates that project engineers and techno¬ 
logists have grown increasingly conver¬ 
sant with their subject over the yean. 

Continued from page 7 

German firms say that “modem ma¬ 
chines alone are not all that counts in 
business." 

They consider that they would have 
excellent selling chances in the Japanese 
home market. 

Eberhard von Kuenheim, head of 
BMW recently paid the Japanese a 
back-handed compliment with which 

• many German companies wUl agree: 
'The Japanese are past masters in the 
art of preventing car imports by all sorts 
of hidden obstacles." 

Michael Spiesshofer 
(.Mtlnchner Merkur, 9 August 1977) 

Incidents occur far less frequently than 
they used to do. 

There have, for instancy been nearly 
100 mishaps at experimental and pilot 
projects such as the nuclear power sta¬ 
tions at Kahl end Karlsruhe, Grun¬ 
dremmingen, Obrigheim and Lingen. 

Larger and more advanced installa¬ 
tions have — in comparison - seldom 
been shut down for repairs. 

What is more, hairline cracks deve¬ 
loped in the welding seams of early fuel 
elements. Occasional minute leaks of 
fissile material resulted. The report lists 
nineteen such instances between 1965 
and 1976. 

These faults were not, as a rule, 
located until fuel elements were sche¬ 
duled for replacement, but replacement 
solved the problem. 

Defective fuel rods have yet to be ob¬ 
served at nuclear power stations built at 
a later date, so this particular lesson has 
evidently been learnt. 

Improvements have been made in the 
materials used to manufacture fuel rod 
sheaths. What is more, welding techni¬ 
ques have also been improved, so that 
hairline rifts no longer occur as a rule. 

Last but not least, welding seams are 
checked with particular care before the 
rads are taken into service. 

At all events fuel elements now seem 
better able to withstand the relatively 
high pressure that accumulates within 
during operation. They are similarly im¬ 
pervious to high temperatures and neu¬ 
tron bombardment. 

Another kind of mishap may also be 
rated a teething trouble or Infantile dis¬ 
order, although again, strictly speaking, 
it has nothing to do with nuclear tech¬ 
nology. 

Turbine damage, particularly at Gun- 
dremmingen on the Danube, has fre¬ 
quently laid nuclear power stations low. 
On at least three occasions a turbine 
btade has snapped and damaged other 
blades at Gundremmingen. 

Repairs have proved far from easy and 
often necessitated shutting down the en¬ 
tire power station for weeks. 

This damage occurred because the 
operating companies had opted for a wet 
steam turbine, a design that was popular 
ui the twenties, but subsequently aban¬ 
doned on account of technical hitches 
that were mainly associated with water 
processing. 

Now that nuclear technology called 
for larger turbines operators reverted to 
the old technique even though a differ¬ 
ent turbine design has since grown cus¬ 
tomary at coal-fired power stations. 

During a routine check at WUrgassen 
nuclear power station on 10 February 
1974 the turbine shaft was found to be 
so badly damaged that the power station 
was shut down for roughly a year for re¬ 
pairs. 

This was a failure that should never 
have occurred in the first place, but, 
again, it belongs tq the category of pos¬ 
sibilities that never can be entirely pre¬ 
cluded. 

Further examination of the listed 

mishaps reveals that in the final analysis 
minor faults can occur almost anywhere 
in a nuclear power station. 

At the multi-purpose experimental re¬ 
actor in Karlsruhe the pumps once went 
on strike. At Obrigheim oscillation 
occurred in the heat shield, but suitable 
support was incorporated in the struc¬ 
ture just before the reactor went critical. 

At Lingen a number of control rods 
stuck on 4 May 1970. At Gundremmin¬ 
gen the wrong valve was opened at the 
end of August 1969, with the result that 
twenty tons of water escaped from the 
fuel rod basin into the overflow room. 

The Gundremmingen mishaps was 
the result of human error. Fortunately it 
did not result in leakage of radioactivity. 

Now and then, however, small quanti¬ 
ties of radioactive particles have been re¬ 
leased. In July 1973 a higher than per¬ 
missible level of radioactive tritium was 
released into the atmosphere from the 
pebblebed reactor at Jlllich. 

A tritium adsorber was installed to 
ensure that safety levels were main¬ 
tained. 

At Obrigheim radioactive xenon was 
once pumped out with the effluent. This 
too was the result of a mistake, and pre¬ 
cautions are now taken to ensure tliat it 
will never happen again. 

Thus an analysis of mishaps at nuc¬ 
lear power stations in this country 
demonstrates that minor technical 
hitches can happen no matter how care¬ 
ful all concerned may be. But- reper¬ 
cussions can be kept to within the re¬ 
actor shell. 

Precautions have certainly been taken 
to ensure that the reactor is automatical¬ 
ly switched off as soon as the slightest 
irregularity is registered. So, as far as can 
humanly be foreseen, serious repercus¬ 
sions cannot occur. 

Major mishaps that assume catas¬ 
trophe proportions would appear, on the 
strength of operational experience so far, 
to be as improbable as a direct hit by a 
fully-laden jumbo jet on a full house at 
the Olympic stadium in Munich. 

But human fallibility is a factor that 
must always be bome in mind. It has 
resulted not only in the sole fatality so 
far, but also in a number of other mis¬ 
haps. 

Nuclear power station engineen and 
technicians have yet to prevent them o' 
ensure that the consequences are kept la 
a minimum, but in many cases safe! 
guards definitely can be Incorporated, 

In July 1969, for instance, private is. 
dividuals (they were not even power sta¬ 
tion staff) inadvertently contaminated 
their own homes after a visit to Gu* 
dremmingen. Care has since been taka 
to ensure that this surveillance lapse can. 
not occur again. 

A number of mishaps have aho 
occurred during construction or open- 
tional trials. At Neckarwestheim, for in. 
stance, insulation material was set alight 
in a blaze caused by sparks flying duZ 
welding. At Biblis cracks were found to 
have occurred in structural steel. 

These, of course, are mishaps of fy 
kind that can happen on any construe m 
tion site, but when nuclear power sis* f 
tlons are under construction special at j 
is essential. 

The repercussions of some small b!Isa 
or crack in some component or otha 
may subsequently prejudice safety prt-1 
cautions for the nuclear power station as 
a whole. 

So greater attention is now paid to in* 
cidents that occur in the course of con¬ 
struction, and in a number of cases de¬ 
sign improvements and alterations to Sower stations under construction haw 

een undertaken as a result. 

Despite all precautions, then, mishaps > 
can occur at nuclear power stations fora f- 
variety of reasons. Regrettable though 
this may be, it is most unlikely that i 
full-scale emergency would ever need to 
be declared. 

The 450-page report testifies to ex¬ 
perience over the past dozen or so yean 
at thirteen nuclear power stations, some ' 
of , which have been generating electric 
power for years without giving serfara 
cause for alarm. 

Even upsets that might concern^ . 
lead to more extensive damage haw 
been seen to present no trouble to i 
combination of effective safety precau¬ 
tions and experienced power station 
staff. 

So far, for instance, neither power sta¬ 
tion ^ staff nor members of the general 
public have come to harm as a result of 
an overdose of radiation. 

So precautions have proved their 
worth, but we must not allow ourselves 
to be lulled into a false sense of securi¬ 
ty. Nuclear power stations must contin¬ 
ue to be built and run with the utmosl i 
care. Konrad MWler-Christiansen \ 

(l-'rankfurter Rundschau, 6 August 1 

Forecasts of energy needs vary widely 

Forecasts of future energy require¬ 
ments have proved extremely unreli¬ 

able in recent years, according to a sur¬ 
vey conducted by Applied Systenis 
Analysis (ASAX a project sponsored by a 
consortium of major research centres all 
over the country. 

Sixteen forecasts of future demand for 
electric power have been analysed. They 
have all been published since 1971, but 
the conclusions reached differ to such 
an extent that politicians may be excus¬ 
ed for feeling none the wiser. • 

For the turn of the century estimates 
of the demand for primary energy range 
from 6(H) million to 900 million tons of 
coal equivalent. 

Estimates of demand for the individu¬ 
al fuels or energy sources vary, even 
more widely, leading ASA in its annual 
report to the conclusion that lobby 

interests seem almost certainly to luff 
influenced the various forecasts. 

Many forecasts tend to underestimate , 
the saturation factor. There has never 
been even a steady, let alone steadily fa1 
creasing upturn in demand for any of , 
the various fuels or sources of primary ; 
energy. 

On the basis of trends over the past 25 
years, ASA concludes, consumption to ' 
all cases cannot be far short of a satura¬ 
tion point 

The oil crisis in autumn 1973 wai 
not, as is frequently claimed, instrumen¬ 
tal. in bringing about a slower growth 
rate in the consumptionof oil andnaW- 
ral gas. For some time there had already 
been''indications that . consumption 
both was nearing saturation point; dps - 

(Frankfurter AUgemelni ZiHunl 
fQr Deutschland, 3 August.I9"7J 
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PEOPLE 

Philosopher Ernst Bloch 
dies at 92 

mJM 

Ernst Bloch, whose philosophical 
motto was: "there is only one fruit¬ 

ful form of memory — remembering ■ 
what still has to be done,” is dead. He 
died of heart failure in Tubingen on 4 
August, at the age of 92. Right up to the 
last he was working on a new book. 

; Throughout his life, Ernst Bloch was 
a profound thinker. Not only in the 
sense that his way of writing and think¬ 
ing was not immediately accessible and 
comprehensible: it was also very difficult 
to pin him down, to put him in a safe 
category and havo done with him. 

Martin Walser said of him, while he 
was still in the German Democratic Re¬ 
public: “He Is a heretic through and 
through'’* He remained a heretic to,the ' 
end of his life. 

Ernst Bloch was bom in Ludwigsha- 
fen in 1885, the son of 4 Jewish official. 
He became interested in'philosophy as a' 
boy. 

He read through Hegel, Schclllng and 
Fichte in the Mannheim Schlossbibliothek 
and wrote liis first philosophical es- 
soy, entitled “Das Weltall im Lichte des 
Atheismus” (The Cosmos in the Light 
of Atheism) at the age of 13. At the age 
of 17, he wrote the treatise “Die Kraft 
und ihr Wesen”, (The Life Force and its 
Condition) which contained the germ of 
his later philosophy of utopia. 

After his studies (philosophy, physics 
and musicX Bloch took his doctorate 
and went to Berlin, where he became a 
friend of Georg Lukacs., After that, he 
lived in Heidelberg as a writer and 
journalist. 

In 1933, he was forced to leave Ger-' 
many. The Nazis had put him on the 
Index for “expressing his contempt for 
the Third Reich.” After stays in Switzer¬ 
land, Fiance and Czechoslovakia, he 
went to the USA in 1938. There he did 
most of the preparatory work on “Prin- 
zip Hoffnung." (The Principle - Hope) 

In 1949 Bloch took up the pzefesson- 
ship of philosophy at Leipzig. He had 
turned down a similar post at Frankfurt 
am Main university on the grounds that 
he “did not want to serve capitalism." - 

He was in the Federal Republic of 
Germany on a lecture tout when the 
Berlin wall was built in 1961. He did 

.not return, because, as he wrote in a let- 
-ter to the East .Berlin Academy of 
Sciences, "there is no room left for in¬ 
dependent thinkers to live and work." 
After that he was guest professor at the 
university of Tubingen. . 

: The central theme of Bloch’s philoso¬ 
phy of utopia is that this world is not 
yet complete, finished. He was one of 

' the firat philosophers to take the cate¬ 
gory of possibility seriously. 

fn other words he believed that reality 
as it is could only be adequately judged 
when one considered the. latent potent • 
tialities within it and activated thetn.: 

, Mankind has this activating function in ' 
I the process of history. 

The goal of this process is a classless so¬ 
ciety in which materialism and aliena¬ 
tion have disappeared. In pursuing this 
aim, Bloch .Was 4 mawist. However, he 
denied that this state could be achieved 
automatically as result of objective laws. 

• ^ m |4:\ p 

This made him highly suspect in the 
eyes of the powers that be in East Ger¬ 
many, who had begun by feting him as 
their star philosopher. His stance on the 
risings In Poland and Hungary led to 
him being deprived of his professorship 
In 1957. 

Bloch became increasingly disappoint¬ 
ed that the Socialist” state which he 
had advocated throughout liis life was 
not prepared to allow man (the “subjec¬ 
tive factor” in history) more freedom to 
shape his own future. 

The fact that Bloch eventually return* 
ed to the Federal Republic of Germany 
cannot be interpreted as a “return 
homo.’’ His conception of creative marx¬ 
ism (with Marx beyond Marx) ha$ 
nowhere been realised. 

■ The' petty form of cultural politick 
practised in East Germany must have 
especially saddened a man who attached 
such great Importance to the role of art.: 

His "Gelst der Utople” (Spirit of 
Utopia) written In 1918, is to a large 
extent .music philosophy, and the 
“theory of aesthetic appearances” plays a 
decisive part in “Das Prinrip Hoffnung.” 

Art plays such on important part in 
liis philosophy because in art we find 
intimations of a fully realised world and 
this shows us what humanity is capable 
of achieving in the real world. 

Bloch is no abstract aesthete, though: 
“Fine feeling and appreciation of the 
beautiful leads nowhere. It remains with¬ 
in, it cannot get out, it is not communi¬ 
cated.” 

There is a way out, and this is the 
shaping of the future by man. This is 
what makes Bloch one of the most im¬ 
portant representatives of a kind of 
which does not consist in mechanically 
serving up legitimations of power. 

His philosophy goes beyond Marxism. 
Beyond the practical, political aim of the 
classless society, Bloch formulates, as the 
object of history, identity between man 
and nature. This can still only be de¬ 
scribed In mystical categories. Bloch’s 
thinking often leaps beyond the categoiy 
of practical reason. 

Bloch was a master of the art of 
making everyday consciousness the ob¬ 
ject of philosophy. The starting point of 
his thinking is so often the “little day- 

Continued on page 11 
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Ernst Bloch (Photo: Sven Slne«| 

Exhibition of Peter Weiss’ 
works in Munich 

We have a Swedish cultural official 
to thank for the exhibition at the 

Munich Lenbachhaus of works by Peter 
Weiss, the German dramatist now 
living In Sweden. Per Drougge from the ■ 
Industrial town of Sddertfllje wanted to 
find out for himself about the world 
famous author’s twofold talent for paint¬ 
ing and writing. 

When he visisted. him in Stockholm, 
he found “piles of pieces of paper and 
rolled-up oil paintings that looked the 
worse for wear.” He had them all care¬ 
fully restored and catalogued and has 
now brought together 120 exhibits. 

There are %lSff 30 tflrlySwings-frbrii 
the Friedrich private collection in Mu¬ 
nich. 

In his first books in the fifties we 
find the description of an individual 
who produces pictures arid analyses his 
own artistic development: and the pic¬ 
tures described in these books really 
exist! The “Atelierzimmei” (Studio) 
(Prague 1937) which is described in 
“Abschied von en Eltem” (Goodbye to 
my Parents) as meticulously as it was 
painted. Or the works from his academy 
days which we find described in ' 
“Flucht” (Escape). 

Speaking in Munich, Peter Weiss says 
that “the time came when painting was 
not enough. Writing was simply more 
dynamic.” i 

But he always considered himself as a 
painter who did some writing. When his 
writing provided him with a livelihood 
and fame, he was amazed. 

Weiss’s works rahge from; the delica¬ 
tely drawn miniature water-colour from 
Montagnola, where Hermann Hesse took 
in the unknown refugee to the oil paint* 
ing “Jahrmarkt am Stadtrand", which 
.depicts over a hundred figures. 

- • His magical -realism. in. earthy colour 
sometimes gives way ’to mannerism 

Peter WeiSS (Photo: AreUv) 

(with Brueghel, Bosch and Aramboltf 
as models in. the background.) 

. Weiss now only does collages, lilts 
■ Max Ernst The material, newspaper cut- 
-tings, photographs and illustration^ » 
put together to form a complicated 
sometimes symbolic, sometimes comical 

.whole, ' . • r> ’ 
One of the few commissions which 

Peter Weiss received as an artist from i 
, Swedish publisher for a series of collage? 

to “A Thousand and One Rights.” TW 
pictures he produced were humourous!) 
and charmingly. erotic. -.. J 

Weiss is a master of a number o( 
techniques, he is we|l .yetsed In his age 

. whtolv by, association* he shows in hi? 
mohtages. He Analyses himself (a numj 
bet of self-portraitt) ahti his time (in 

,ajmost.journalistic light),withvconaider^ 
ablq psychological - discernment 

M.adventure* info/the depth 
of.!thp dream world fiand the* uncons 
nIAiia. ' all -■-* ‘ ii iikL.. Inlll! 

.Peter Weiss' Webstuh! (Weaver's loom) _(Khoto; KaW 

: aimos 
sixty years, to get hold of the inner arm 
pf the: outer work)jA‘ faso|na|Ing artisj 

'ajid, Jf J'miay say man,l 
Annerose Katz 

..JKtMtlBOrJ.Of Nnchricljlefl, 4^^I 
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■ PUBLISHING 

Literary magazines find that 

surviving is a gamble 
Spring is here for culture magazines, the reprint, but not even 100 of the 

This is the impression one gets 50,000 took advantage of the offer, 
when listening to the booksellers Of the On the other hand, looking for suc- 
“Zweitausendeins Versand.” With con- cessful magazine publishers is like took- 
siderable literary flair and a cut price’ ing for a needle in a haystack. Compar- 
policy they have been exploiting gaps in, ed with-book publishing, which is itself 
the bookselling market. The pace-setters' a risky and unpredictable business des- 
on their sales lists are reprints of the en-: ptte market research and concern stra- 
tire yearly output of magazines. ‘; tegies, magazine publishing is a real 

They have reprinted 20 years of “Afc- gamble. , „ t ,. > 
zente”, which is still Germany’s leading' The question of what constitutes the 
literary magazine, in a seven-volume edi- success or otherwise of a magazine poses 
tion with over 12,000 pages. Tire first a number of problems. Longevity alone 
twenty “Kursbuch” magazines have is certainly not the criterion, 
come out in a two volume edition. The legendary “RuP* edited by Alfred 

The founder of the “Kursbuch”, Hans Andersch and Hons Werner Richter, 
Magnus Ezensberger does not want the only lasted two years from 1946 to 
size of the edition to be made public, so 1947, but for a disillusioned and intel- 
as not to annoy booksellers who have lectually starved generation it was tre- 
bcen left out of the deal. mendously important. It provided sober 

The “Zweitausendeins” hit of the analyses and political and cultural 
autumn will be Karl Kraus’s famous models for the future. 
“Fackcl” CTorch). All 922 numbers, The magazine “Univeisitas”, founded 
which appeared between 1899 and 1936, in the same year and still being printed 
will be coming out in twelve volumes, 32 years later, has never had anything 
with 24,500 pages at the incredibly low like the same impact. Us solidarity 
price of DM148. Planned size of the edi- seems to consist mainly in the fact that 
tion: 10,000. it meticulously lists all the degrees and 

Springtime for magazines? When you academic titles of its contributors, 
look into it more closely, it is more of a The total readership of a magazine is 
autumn of nostalgia. The most convinc- also no indication of its importance or 
ing of the schemes already mentioned is effect. “Westcmiann’s Monatslieftc” 
certainly the attempt to bring out a purports to be a cultural magazine for 
cheap version of “Fackfel”, which has the entire family and this has a conside- 
long been recognised as a historical do- rablc publicity effect, but they are also- 
gument of the first order. rans in the fields. Intellectuals can only 

In the case of “Akzeulu" and the wuilu &djly when they hear thu magu- 
“Kursbuch”, both of which are still zine mentioned, 
being published, this attempt at giving When, on the other hand, Joachim 
them monumental status seems prema- GUnther, editor of the “Neue Deutsche 
ture and even slightly unnatural. Hefte” says that “the better a magazine 

Magazines are admittedly not written is the more difficult it is to sell,” this 
for the day of issue, but nonetheless can only be considered a bon mot. 
contemporary relevance is necessary if His own magazine was so difficult to 
they are to have any intellectual impact sell that the Bertelsmann concern, to 

(Photo: Marianne von der Lanckan) 

steep full-off in sales. A few years ago me that the magazine had never needed 
they were almost at death’s door when to take up a single penny of credit, 
the Luchteihand Vcrlag stopped subsidi- The “Kursbuch” does not offer a wide 
sing them. political and cultural kaleidoscope in 

The editors Walter Dirks and Eugen each issue. Its producers were quick to 
Kogon decided to go independent and spot the advantage of concentrating on a 
take the risk of founding their own pub- subject or subject area in each issue, 
lishing house. And so the magazine lives The subjects chosen were so conlro- 
on "poor, but honest.” Total sales: about versial and relevant, so thoroughly ro- 
5,000. searched and originally written, that they 

When you ask Hubert Habiclit, editor were guaranteed to appeal to a fairly 
and co-publisher, how high their deficit wide readership, 
is, he answers triumphantly: nil. Today, 45,000 copies of each quarterly 

The monthly editions still put them issue are printed in the first edition. The 
in the red, but he difference is made up absolute hit was the issue before last: 
by separately edited special supplements “Frauen” (Women); NOJJOO copies were 
dealing wiih fepixiul tuptia. ( 'Vuuili' , printed anil almost all have been sold. 
1975; “Federal Republic of Germany,” The "Kursbuch”, which started in 
1976; “The World of Work,” 1977.) 1965, would hardly hove had such a bril- 

With sales of 25,000 for these supp- liant start if Hans Magnus Enzensberger 
lements, they arrive at the surplus ne- had not been its founder and editor, 
cessary to cover their deficit. Just os “Les Temps Modemes” in 

Such well balanced books are the ex- France still benefits from the world-wide 
ception rather than the rule with culture renown and tireless commitment of its 
magazines. director Jean Paul Sartre, so the most 

or critical function. The reprints are 
mainly of historical interest, or else they 
are simply aiming to provide reputable 
and impressive volumes with which to fill 
gaps on the bookshelves. 

The “Akzente” editors were rather 
saddened by the discrepancy between 
the reprint edition of 50,000 and current 
magazine sales of 6,500. The advertising 
effect'of the reprint was ridiculously 
low. There w.ere order forms for sub¬ 
scriptions to “Akzente” in every copy of 

. . Continued from page 10 

dream”, the subconscious or “not yet 
conscious” arsenal of utopia. 

His language continually urges us to 
take nothing for granted, hot to accept 
what Is “understood” and not to write 
off the apparently banal. 

“I am, but I have not taken posses¬ 
sion of myself. We still have to become.** 
— “Everyone Is alone with himself. And 
most are alone with others. We have to 
get out of'both.” 1 

Such sentences laconically describe 
the ■ firat ■ Uncertain movements: of 
thought, the consciousness of a situation 
which has become suddenly strange. - 1 • 

It will riot always remain; so. There 
will be-a'world in; which Nothing is 
Strang^ in which' men5 feel at-home? 
This Is the' “ceterum censed” of a philo-* 
sOphy which "Blftch \indefst6od:: artd 
wished others to; understand'as a1 jnacti* 
cal, pollticarone;' Peter Zudeibk' ’i 
- ■ (gather StHdt-Aiizelger.’S’Atigufct 1977) 

which it once belonged, was not prepar¬ 
ed to carry the losses It made and 
dropped it. GOnther now publishes it 
without outside aid: estimated total sale: 
2,000. ' 

Well-to-do publishing houses are not 
always the best financers and supporters 
of cultural magazines, as the “Frankfur¬ 
ter Hefte” found out to their cost., 

After the war they had giddy sales 
totals of 80,000, which Would have been 
even higher if the occupying forces had 
not limited their paper rations. : 

Aftert he currency reform there Was a 

The oldest of them all, the “Neue 
Rundschau” which has been in existence 
for 88 years and is edited by the conser¬ 
vative Golo Mann, presents the S. Fis¬ 
cher Verlag with a 120,000 mark deficit. 

And even the1 left-wing “KUrbiskem” 
(“Literature, Criticism and Class-strugg¬ 
le,”), cannot finance itself, despite sales 
between 8,000 and 10,000. 

, Only the “Kursbuch” leads a carefree 
life. Originally published by Suhrkamp, 
it then went to Wagenbach, and has 
now got a contract with the Rotbuch 
Verlag. Editor Ingrid Kareunke assured 
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recent and most important publication 
on the German magazine market, “L 
76”, the fourth issue of which has ap¬ 
peared, would hardly have reached sales 
of 10,000 if Heinrich BOH and GUnter 
Grass (along with Carola Stern) had not 
been; edi tors. 

Apart from the puil of big names, 
it seems (o ' be a fact that maga¬ 
zines with a left-wing trend such as 
“Kursbuch”, “L 76”, “KUrbiskem”, “al- 
tehiatlve”, “Argument”, - and “Neues 
Forum” in Austria seelri to'attract more 
readers than the others, which are more 
bourgeois, liberal or conservative.. - 

1 This is probably' due -to the fact tliat 
there is1 a Continued demand and‘need 
for left-wing writing, as well as the fact 
that tiie students of J67 land ’68 reiualn 
loyal to “their^ maiazin'M.1 • ' . ■ ; • ; 

Perhaps the most unusual magazine of 
all is the “Bargfelder Bote'*, named after 
Amo Schmidt’s home on the Ltirieburg 
heath. ■ " ; :: " ‘ ■} -’5l' 

Tlie magazine is edited by JBrg Drews 
now professor in' Bielefeld. It was started 
up after the publication'of Schnlldt’S 
opus magrtunl "Zetlel’s tkaum" (Zettil’s 
Dreaih)'and hss ‘ohe subject oiilyj’biit an 
inexhaustible1 brie: '’tfifc !wbtk ’of' Anib 
Sthrtridt, *JWHl6h Js ihtertreteef hite V/ith 
obsessive: thOibufehrtesS, Tute fot line. ■ 
■■ ''The’Work appears Quarterly, arid 1^00 
cdpleir are printed!1 1,100 Schmidt Tails, 
wlio are' mostly - alsd Contributors,^ hSVe 
subscribed to the magtelnei' which 'gets 
by 'wlthout i piehriy of subsidy.l'-5i 

’v f . Hbns Joachim Schylb 
(K01srStadtTAiuelgar,:2‘Ausust 1977) 
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EDUCATION 

Career advisers in a quandary over graduates9 

job chances in law and medicine 
Mato are £££ SSffS .fun' 10 a"6!! 'i8"” ?e,aM,U81 arB“ment that 8 surP'^ of medical gre- 

--JBlre?oy 1*8“,ere" “ un- deman<1 for graduate, in medicine and duates ought to aid the survival of the 
..J I___. . 

ITXates are already registered as un¬ 
employed, and spokesmen for the medi¬ 
cal and legal professions point out that 
tills figure falls well short of the actual 
total. 

Many professional men feel they can¬ 
not risk the stigma attached to the dole, Iirhlle others have given up the struggle 
o earn a Jiving and taken up alternative 

employment. 

So the true figure for unemployed 
graduates is probably far higher. Erich 
frister, general secretary of GEW, the 
educational and scientific trades union, 
teckons at least 20,000 teachers are on 
the verge of redundancy. 

• Yet university expansion programmes 
Ore still going ahead to rater at inordi¬ 
nate expense for wliat may well be a 
non-existent demand. 

, How many graduates Is society going 
to need in the years to come? There are 
few subjects on which views differ so 
wildly. Doctors and lawyers claim there 
is a serious glut in their professions, yet 
labour exchanges still reckon there is 
going to be a shortage of both. 

A bright teenager who has recently 
passed Ids Ahitar, or higher school certi¬ 
ficate, at Bonn's Konrad-Adenauer- 
Gymnasium asked the careers adviser at 
Jus local labour exchange what, on the 
face of it, ought to be a straightforward 
question. 

"I should like to study for a law de¬ 
gree, but what with all the talk about a 
glut of lawyers I feel f ought to ask you 
what the true position is. Would you 
advise me against reading law at univer¬ 
sity?” 

TIus simple query put careers adviser 
Dr Wagner on the spot. "As a matter of 
principle we never recommend anyone 
to steer clear of a particular trade or pro¬ 
fession at all cost. Maybe they have the 
makings of really successful lawyer, in 
which case they will make the grade 
whatever the situation is." 

But facts, figures and forecasts are 
available to suit all tastes. According to 
one estimate there will be a shortage of 
between 7,000 and 14,000 law graduates 
m lVau. 

State Ministers of Justice^ on the 
other hand, are on record as estimating 
that the annual output of university law 
faculties is twice as high as the number 
actually required. 

Bernd Oellers, business manager of 
the Lawyers Association in Bonn, is 
even more emphatic. “It is irresponsible 
to talk rn terms of a forthcoming glut of 

glut"15*” S3^S ready is a 

Views and estimates vary in equal 
measure in respect of other professions 
that have traditionally been the preserve 
of university graduates. 

'Whenever we sound a warning note 
the response is invariably: ‘They are just 
out to feather their nests and keep com- 
P?1?.™ 5 W” says Klaus Gehb of the 
Medical Council in Cologne, who is re¬ 
sponsible for estimating future manpo- 
wer demand in the medical profession. 

„ “.w sin!P*y 8^ up pointing 
out that there will soon be a mounting 
surplus of trained doctors,” he adds. On 
being shown a copy of the latest statis- 
tics used by careers advisers and pub¬ 
lished last May, Gehb just shakes his 
head and shrugs his shoulders. 

According to these figures the annual 
demand for graduates in medicine and 
pharmacy amounts to between 10,000 
and 12,000. In order to reach this figure 
an annual university intake of between 
15,400 and 18,500 is deemed necessary. 

In other words, university places for a 
further 4,000 students of medicine and 
pharmacy are still needed, and there will 
be a shortage of between 40,000 and 
60,000 doctors and pharmacists until 
well into the nineties. 

So it would seem only fair to assume 
that good money can still be earned in 
the medical profession. 

Klaus Gehb has an entirely different 
tale to tell. 'The universities are already 
producing twice as many doctors as we 
need. It would make sound sense to 
halve the annual intake to, say, 5,800, 
but we would be howled down for even 
venturing to suggest the idea.” 

Already 1,315 doctors are registered as 
unemployed, and no one feels able even' 
to hazard a guess as to the number of 
doctors who have not signed on the 
dole, preferring instead to enlist tempo¬ 
rarily as sales representatives for phar¬ 
maceuticals manufacturers. 

“Our forecasts may even err on the 
optimistic side,” Gehb claims. ‘They 
could be in need of revision in the wake 
of measures to cut costs in the health 
service. A large number of hospitals are 
already pruning staff.” 

Klaus Gehb takes a dim view of the 

Stuttgart architect Otto Herbert Hajek 
has for some years been an enthu¬ 

siastic supporter of bids to make the 
school curriculum more humane and 
less geared to achievement, performance 
and output. 

As president of the Arts Association 
Hajek welcomes each and every oppor¬ 
tunity of criticising educational planners 
and politicians in Bonn, the states and 
local authorities. 

He is scathing in his criticism of edu¬ 
cational targets geared exclusively to 
profit considerations. 

"When curricula are pruned because 
someone has realised that there are 
limits to the strains that can be imposed 
on children, the cuts are made on the 
arts rather than the science side,” he 
complains. 

“Art, music and sport are the first to 
be axed. What we want is equal status 
tor the arts and the sciences,” Hajek 
demands. ; 

In a commentary on figures that have 
revealed for the first time the true 
extent of the nationwide shortfall in arts 
classes Hajek notes that "the content of 
schooling in this country is geared solely 
to career requirements, with education 
being regarded as exclusively utilitarian 
in purpose.” 

father of five children Otto 
Herbert Hajek knows from the next best 
thing to personal experience what he is 
talking about when he condemns schoo¬ 
ling wliich is career-orientated from an 
early stage, pumping children full of in¬ 
formation rather than educating them to 
be creative individuals.” 

Hajek is soon incensed. "Unless we 
stop exploiting our intellectual resources 
in the same way as we have exploited 
our environment for the past century” 
he argues, "we will be ruining not only 

argument that a surplus of medical gra¬ 
duates ought to aid the survival of the 
fittest and best-qualified and so improve 
the quality of medical services. 

. “With medical school intake at its 
present level” he notes, “there will not 
be enough jobs going as hospital house¬ 
men, with the result that by the mid- 
eighties graduates will have no option, 
but to embark on genera] practice im¬ 
mediately on going down from universi¬ 
ty. 

“I leave it to you to decide whether or 
not general practitioners’ qualifications 
are going to improve as a result.” 

In a number of professions even the 
statistics on which careers advisers at 
employment exchanges base their advice 
indicate that supply will exceed demand. 

From 1985 on there will be a surplus 
of engineers and architects. By 1980 
there will be 10,000 to 16,000 chemists, 
physicists and mathematicians too many. 
As for the teaching profession, by 1980 
there will be at least 60,000 qualified 
graduates too many — and maybe as 
many as 110,000. 

Mind you, this surplus could soon be 
reduced if classes were made smaller, 
which only goes to show that forecasts 
are uncertain at the best of times. 
Demand is dependent on so many fac¬ 
tors, both political and economic. 

If the politicians were to resolve to 
make classes smaller as a matter of prio¬ 
rity, they could provide jobs for each 

and every unemployed teacher at m 
fell swoop - always assuming cashT 
available to pay the teachers’ salaries 

At present 2,028 members of the 
ching profession are registered as un. 
employed, but Erich Frister, general at 
retary of GEW, the educational 2 
scientific trades union, reckons the tna 
figure is nearer 6,000, with at least a to! 
ther 20,000 on the brink of redundancy 

The demand for law graduates, £ 
majority of whom have traditionally «. 
tered the civil service, is similarly, 
moot point. 

The Federal Labour Office in Nurem- 
berg bases its calculations on the & 
sumptipn that in' 1980 there will be, 
shortage of between 7,000 and 14m 
law graduates. “Supply will not dm 
level with demand until the late difc 
ties.” ' * 

This view is not shared by the Noift' 
Rhine-Westphalian Labour Office a 
Dtlsseldorf, which has issued a press «■ 
lease based on a survey of employment 
prospects for economists, lawyers and 
sociologists from 1961 till 1990. 

“Demand for law graduates will haw 
doubled by 1990, with a shortage cun- 
tmurng until the early eighties ” Yet the 
Justice Ministers of the states anticipate 
a surplus of between 13,000 and 21JM0 
law graduates between 1980 and 1985. 

Between 1970 and 1976 the annual 
student intake at law faculties has in¬ 
creased from 6,566 to 12,000. Local aut¬ 
horities are now only hiring graduate 
with first-class degrees. 

The remainder have no option but to 
try their luck as solicitors. Between 1964 
and the end of last year the number d 
registered solicitors increased from 19,795 
to 31,167, including an increase of 2,460 
in 1976 alone. u 

Horst Zimmemann 

(MUnchner Merkur, 4 August 1977) 

Call to give greater 

emphasis to the 

arts in schools 
air, water and woodland, but also our 
children and our very future.” 

Haj'ek feels it is deplorable that 
parents do not object to current educa¬ 
tional objectives. Indeed, they seem all 
in favour of them. 

Children with the best grades will 
later earn most money. That,” he says, 
is what many parents seem to think. 
How else is one to account for the fact 
that they go to parent-teacher meetings 
calling for greater emphasis on the 
science side and less on the arts7 ” 

Hajek does not attribute this state of 
affairs solely to competition for universi¬ 
ty places. “The generation that is now in 
command went to school in the thirties; 
when creativity was not in demand. 

7,, represent an entire generation 
that lacks any grounding in the arts. 
They were the generation that did not 
object to art education being ideologiaed 
in the sixties and stripped of creativity.” 

Hajek hits out hard at art teaching at 
?Jh®L HMany teachers regard art lessons 
" “ f1841" of mere sociology and social 
CTihcism. They are failing utterly at their 

"Handicrafts are no longer practised; 
Pupils are required to do verbal work 
only. Art teachers would sooner ex¬ 
change views with sociologists than with. 

/There are even qualified art teachers 

»£?„AaVe 8H8U“<I their Qualifications 
without ever going near either a paint- 
brush or a lump of clayr 

As a result, Hajek claims, artists and 

art teachers are often at daggers drawn 
rather than engaged in profitable coope¬ 
ration. Ait teachers in Baden-WOrttem- 
berg, for instance, tried to sabotage s 
pilot project sponsored by the Bonn 
Education Ministry with a view to con¬ 
fronting pupils with practising artists. 

“The teachers objected on constitu¬ 
tional grounds, arguing that pupils had i 
nglit to be taught by people who had at 
least their qualifications,” Hajek scorn¬ 
fully explains, 

“But not every artist can lay claim to 
university entrance .qualifications, let 
alone a degree” 

Politicians would not object to ex¬ 
periments along these lines, Hajek say* 
and he should know, having discussed 
the proposal With Education Mirilstefl 
and local government officials. 

“But Ministerial bureaucracy is too *. 
powerful and inflexible. A Minister ms) r 
favour an idea, but his civil servants at* 
sure to raise objections. It is the cm 
servants who exercise real power now 
days, not the politicians” 

Yet Hajek and his associates have 
achieved a number of successesrArt noff 
ranks equal in .importance with other 
subjects on the curriculum at. primaiy 
schools in Baden-WOrttemberg. ; : . 

Consideration is even being given to 
assigning actors, managers, musician»i 
painters and sculptors in lessons. Hajek 
does not doubt, for a moment that artists 
would be happy to . lend a. hand,, but 
there are limits, ! : .. 

“It hi not Hie responsibility!;of the 
Arts Association,” he, says* . “to draw up 
practicable teaching schedules,. We can 
opty lend, a hand and: make suggestions 
on the basis . .of our owirexperienpA 
sounding a warning, note- when anything 
goes wrong.” -. • ' HenateFacrber 

(Frankfurter,Rundschau, 4 Aiigliit 197?) 

Climatological Handbook 
of Africa 

For travel and business ■ Dr. Erich H6ller 

and Dr. Dietrich Stranz 

Published by the Africa Association, Hamburg , 

Business and private journeys to Africa, with Its varying climatological 

conditions, require special preparation if the traveller is to avoid 

unpleasant surprises. 

: mA v. y "::^e 

. v.yJ5 -fj-iipt&a* 

The CLIMATOLOGICAL 

HANDBOOK OF AFRICA 

gives the latest climatological data 

for all months of the year over 

more than 65 cities In Africa. 

The book gives full details about 
temperature, precipitation, rain 

days, air humidity, oppressiveness, 

radiation temperatures, as well as 

special weather phenomena such 

as fog, qtorms, whirlwinds etc. for 

the 65 cities. 

This CLIMATOLOGICAL HANDBOOK Is a valuable companion for all 

visitors to Africa. 

96 pages, 65 charts, approx. 15,000 diagrams, published in German, 

English and French. 
Price: US3 5,- incl. postage 

Available from bookshops or direct from the publishers 

UEBERSEE-VERLAG GMBH 
2 Hamburg 76 - Schoene Aussicht 23 ■ West Germany 

The “Figurae" Construction Game gives a maximum number 
of modelling possibilities with a minimum number of con¬ 
struction pieces and is Ideally suited to the imagination and 
thought-processes of the child. High quality materials make 
the game unbreakable, pleasant to the touch, hygienic and 
washable. 

Hleslnger Kunststofferzeugnlsse 
Indust rlegeblet Nord 

D-B95B FUssen 

Fed. Republic of Germany 

Grlllboy lighter-holder 

Slip a Grlllboy Into the holder end light It. Welt a 
second or two for a good flame to develop, then put 
It on the grill and loosely cover with charcoal. Your 
bBrbecus wilt blaze cheerily In next to no time. 

QUALITY COUNTS! 
We are manufacturers of top quality: 

• Sports clothing • Soccar Shoes • Indoor- and Training Shoes 
• Leisure- and Training Suits • Foot- and Handballs • Sport Bags 

Martin Englert8 P.O.Box 295 • D-871 Kltzingen 

Please ask for our catalogue! 

^hummel 
Sportartlkelfabrik* Bernhard Weckenbrock 

Amatardamar Stress* 6-8 • P. O. Box 252. 0*4178 Kevalaar 1 
Phone 020 32/35 82-Tefax 812247 

Fed. Republic of Germany 

Refrigeration 
is world wide. 
HERL 
is world wide. 
Constant development and pinpoint rationa¬ 
lisation at theHERL/Cologne Production Plant 
makes HERL pre-eminent In the supply of 
refrigeration components. 
HERL offers atop quality product at most 
competitive prices. 

Weld-in-line Valve Small-size 
Safety-Valve 

Flange-Valve 

Why not try HERL? 
Telephone or write with your. 
particular problem- 
HERLwantstohelp. 

HE3I1 

M-G.Heri Arm&turenfabrlk KG 
Emil-Hoffmann-Strafle 
PO.B 601420 ” 
D-5000Kbln50'<nodenkirchen). 
folox 8881187HERL D 
T&le Ion [022361*61067 ! 
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It’s a lonely life 

treadmill 

Whal does SPD MP Dieter Lott- 
mann, 51, do when he Is sick and 

tired of the political treadmill in Bonn? 
He lias his own special remedy. He 
takes a bottle of wine to bed with him 
during the day and. drinks it down to 
the last drop. 

This is one politician’s attempt to 
break out of the relentless dally rhythm 
of stress, pressure, ono appointment 
after another, too much work and too 
little sleep, pressure to succeed and 
fierce competition. 

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt has de¬ 
scribed politics in Bonn as a “murderous 
business”* A business that, can lead to 
circulatory collapse and stomach 
troubles. For many, too, the conse¬ 
quences are fatal. One in twelve MPs 
;dies during his term of office. It is also 
a business which damages the soul. Po¬ 
liticians lead lonely lives. '■ 

Die*w Latlmann's book "Die Einsam- 

f?ltndf?^olitikersn t™6 Loneliness of 
the Politician) was published recently. In 

he describes how politicians’ work 
leaves them no lime for a private life 
how it turns them into “emotional 
cripples. Of his own experience he 
says: I simply cannot lead a personal, 
private life. 

This is hardly surprising when one 
looks at a typical day in Lattmann’s life, 
which is similar to that of most MPs: at 
6.30 in the morning he gels up in his 
tiOdesbeFg boarding house, at 7.15 he 
dnves to parliament and at 7.30 he is 
sitting at his desk. 

From then on he just rolls along the 
parliamentary conveyor belt: reading of 
draft laws, parliamentary and committee 
papers, reading newspapers, making 
telephone calls, answering letters from 

,nis constituency, receiving groups of vi¬ 
sitors, committee and parliamentary sit¬ 
tings. Fourteen to sixteen hours of work 
a day - this is the "almost monastic" 
daily round of a politician. 

And even when the lights go out hi 

h^F £UgCn" the “V high-rise 
bui ding, there is still no peace for the 
politicians. Very few politicians then fol¬ 
low Lattmann’s example - he makes a 
point of retiring into an "extra-political 
area, i.e. a pub where I know I’m not 

.going to meet any colleagues.” 
Most of them spend what is left of 

the evening with their fellow politicians 
before going back to apartments or flats 
winch are no more than a place to sleep. 

. They meet at parties and-receptions, 
stand around cold buffets putting on'fat, 
meet m the clubhouse or the parliamen¬ 
tary^ society, or.in their lqcal pubs, such 
M the Kessenicher Hof*, where the 

■rh? "Kanalarbelter” (navvies) - gather. 
There they are all together. But is there 
any real contact? 

There is Something sterile about the 
hearty companionship' between the MPs. 
according to Latlmann. There is little 
contact between members of different 
parties, t is virtually an all-male world, 
with only seven per cent of all MPs 
women. "There is an atmosphere of old 

: toy* ^unions and officers’ mess laugh- 
ter, or else it is like a gathering of egg- 

on the political 

in Bonn 
heads or a building workers' canteen in 
the An tar tic.” 

In ghettos like this, human contact 
shrinks to zero point. Finance Minister 
Hans Apel said that he felt closest to 
the character in the English and French 
novels he read In bed at night to keep 
up his English and French. Often he 
had “more human contact with thesd 
characters than with his flesh and blood 
colleagues” 

There are few real friendships in the 
Bonn political arena. Lattmann explains 
why: “In the power struggle professional 
politicians have learnt to be so distrust¬ 
ful and suspicious that they and up 
being completely alone.” The author 
admitted that lie, too, had “no friend, in 
the true sense of the word. In Bonn.” 

: Even when he has a family, the po¬ 
litician' rarely finds time to break 
tlirough his isolation ahd solitude and 
find peace and rest within the family 
circle. ^ He is “wedded to. power” and 
there is little room for family life even 
at the weekend. 

Dietrich Lattmann often feels “utterly 
alone” when he returns to his home in 
Eckarts, in the Aligau, after b discussion 
in the evening. 

“No one is lonelier than the politician 
who drives a hundres kilometres and 

more after ah evening meeting in his 
constituency. One moment you are the 
centre of attention, the next you are to¬ 
tally isolated 

Lattmann, himself married for over 27 
years, says that “when he comes home 
his family are all asleep and do not want 
to be woken up... nobody is going to 
sit up for ever waiting for someone to. 
come back at all hours... the best you 
can hope for when you lead this kind of 
life is a sort of sailor’s marriage.” 

The younger MPs who have to spend 
the first half year separated from their 
families, find this “quarantine” very hard 
to bear and suffer from “a permanently 
bad conscience” towards their families. ' 
Lattmann’s two sons are already grown 
up, and he admits that he would never 
have been able to do his full-time job as 
a politician if he had had young ch!I-> 
dren. 

Very few politicians have the strength 
and the courage to jump off the politi¬ 
cal carousel every now and then. Most of . 
them are such prisoners of their “will to 
power” that they are hardly capable of 
taking “creative breaks” a* Chancellor 
Kiesinger once recommended. They also 
find it almost impossible to establish 
real relationships with other people. 

■ Their lives are often similar to those 
of the Roman eiripdrots ~i driven on by 
ambition and restlessness, they narcissis- 
tically seek the approval of the masses, 
with which they have no real contact. 
Their style of life is not as luxurious 
and magnificent as the emperors’, de¬ 
spite the recent increase in parliamen¬ 
tary salaries. 

33 books by a writer with his head 

in the clouds 
Lufthansa captain Rudolf Braunbuig 

is “in charge” on DC-10 flights to 
Accra, Caracas, Chicago, New York .nd 
over the Pole to Tokyo. “But before my 
next flight I have to go to Aschaffen- 
burg to sign autographs.” 

Rudolf Braunburg does not give his 
autograph as a airline pilot, but as a wri¬ 
ter. In the last twenty years he has writ¬ 
ten 33 books. “And I wrote three of 
them under a woman’s pseudonym P‘ 
When I ask him what it was, he says 
nothing and just smiles. 

We met in the Lufthansa town office 
at th$ main line station in Frankfurt. To 
look at him, you would take him for a 
university professor and not what he is: 

. pilot and writer. 
Braunburg was bom in Landsberg on 

the Warthe in 1924. His father was a 
master locksmith. He wanted to be a 
pilot from the age 6f(ten on. By that age 
he had already read i)ll the books of the1 
KLM pilot Adriaan Viruly. 

*atlier would hear none of it. 
\ouU be a violinist, you’ll always be 

able to earn a bob pr two that way. Or a 
hairdresser. People'need hairdressers in 
good times and bad.; Or a teacher. Tea¬ 
chers get good pensions.” 

Young Braunburg- went alohg with. 
what his father said. In the war he was a 
transport and fighter -pilot. Then he 
trained as a teacher ajid taught for seven 
years m a Rudolf Steiner school. 

He is a passionate believer in the 
Steiner method, by,which children have 
the same teacher from their first to their' 
eighth school years. •••/■■« ■. , 

In 1955 Lufthansa started up again. 
Braunburg enjoyed his teaching and ! 
found it hard to leave. "But the pull of 
flying was even stronger.” 

Rudolf Braunburg 
(Photo: Philipp Kerner) 

He spent his first 15‘months as a 
navigation officer, a requirement which 
vras dropped for later generations of; 
pilots. He then went on to become a kk 

, pilot-and from 1959 onwards was acap- 

n « D.C'3s’ auperconstcllations, 
Convairs; Boeing 727s and;DC-10s.) 

. *Je not consider his tlme„asnav- 
gation officer as wasted. “AtTe&st' I 

know something about the weather, ana 
there are not many captains who do.”,;, 

On the other hand, the west Prqsslaii 
never showed any interest in taking ona 
managerial 'position. “I have 65 flying 

. hours a month on average. With , my, 
writing, I feel that I lead, a very full and 

: balanced life.” t> i 
, Braunburg began writing as a soldier. 

In my war diaries and aty student diar- 

Dieter Lattmann 
(Photo: Sven Slow) 

Dieter Lattmann also bemoans lb 
fact that parliamentarians caught up to 
the political mechanisms of Bonn hsj. 
den and become incapable of deep fed. 
tags. “You cannot help getting the in- 
prtssion with a lot of politicians tint 
they would like to go out and erabrea 
the crowds.” Yet they are hardly com- 
cious of the poverty of their real into, 

.personal contact. 

The author therefore gives his londj 
and isolated parliamentary colleagues lb 
following advice: “Give all you have got 
in politics, but do not lose your selves." 

Dili’ Schubert 

(MUiichner Merkur, 6 August 19H 

ies I wrote notes and satires expressing 
my inner protest against thing* situ* 
tions and ideologies.” 

His first “flying book” entitled “Dn 
Himmel nflher als der Erde" (Neant 
Heaven than Earth) was written in hh 
teaching days. When he started Ilyin; 

. again, all Braunbuig needed to do via 
make some changes and add some d 
his “practical experiences.” 

. Braunburg, who moved from north 
Germany to Mainaschaff 14 years ago » 
that he could be nearer his home airport 
of Frankfurt, has now produced 3J 
books in ail, 14 in novel form, 

Braunburg says of his complete woikJ 
to date (including technical, childrens’ 
and story books): “About 60 per cent are 
about flying.” 

"Gina und die' StratosphBre" (Girt 
and the Stratosphere) was one of M 
first books, in which he .described tb 
life of pilots, co-pilots, stewardesses aid 
navigators with a lot of humour aid 
self-critical irony. 

His last five novels have had |h 
highest ; sales: “Zwischenlandunj' 
(TouchdownX “Piratenkurs” (Pi# 
CouiseX. “Monsumgewitter” (Mon## 

:StormX “Deutschland-Flug”, (Flight- o» 
GCrmanyX “Nachhtarf* (Nighf Take^fl) 
are giveaway, titles; flying is tbe ’foain 

-.kUbJect. here, tod. - • ./■ . ! 
1 He has also -written a book 'W 

he got from his friend' Drfcfeinarifl, 
■ ; expert oh1 wolyes.-.-: - s-.-3 , 
' ’jAnd-whatJs he: cpjitai^ -writirtg'l^ 

The towris I fly to, the ’ Hotels that; 
■ know like: the hack- of :niyf hand now 
stick In1 my nrind iike hictutesrSbmf* 
times T sqp'preSs thlari, but’fWM1 

:fining. b^gk:rand.':I theri wiife 'fibp* 
them. It taeans I :0m write ye^ ecortf 
mically.” 

Braunburg is married to a ft# 

Continued on page 15 / . 
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Soccer star Paul Breitner 

back with some new ideas 
A few years ago, before he parted 

company with Bayern Munich and 
lined up alongside Gtlnter Netzer at 
Real Madrid, soccer star Paul Breitner 
was never at a loss for an answer to re¬ 
porters* queries. 

What did he want? A resounding de¬ 
feat for the United States in Vietnam. 
What prospect dismayed him most? A 
Bonn government headed by Franz Josef 
Strauss. 

And now? Paul Breitner still sports 
his Afro hairstyle, but what does he 
think under that mop of curly hair? He 
is glad to be back, that is for sure. 

Breitner feels he has been welcomed 
back like a prodigal son. “People now 
take me at face value, as a football play¬ 
er,” he reckons. 

No one ever doubted his ability in the 
playing enclosure. What made him a 
target for sports reporters was his repu¬ 
tation as a left-winger, but he is no lon¬ 
ger to be persuaded to pose for the pho¬ 
tographers sporting a copy of the Peking 
Review. 

Three seasons in Madrid have been a 
welcome hiatus, and Paul Breitner is no 
longer content to resume his old role. 
“What I want is peace and quiet and an 
opportunity to come to terms with my¬ 
self.” 

He nurtured his negative image even 
at the stage where it no longer gave him 
the slightest satisfaction. 

But when a reporter asked him wliat 
he read in his spare time, neatly insinua- 

Continued from page 14 

stewardess. (“I got to know Anne Marie 
through iny job. She was different from 
most stewardesses") He often works on 
several books simultaneously. “At the 
moment I am working on four books on 
four different typewriters." 

One of these books is entitled “Jagd- 
Geschwader" (Fighter Squadron). “It is 
on anti-war book that I have been want- 

ting that the soccer star’s leisure reading 
might be a well-known pulp hero, Paul 
Breitner felt duty-bound to reply that 
his tastes were considerably more high¬ 
brow. 

“No," he replied, “Karl Marx.” And 
that was that. He was typecast. 

Now he takes care not to be stamped¬ 
ed into any particular corral. He pro¬ 
fesses an open mind and claims to feel 
he has an enormous backlog to make 
good in learning what has happened in 
this country during his absence. 

Breitner says he needs to put in some 
reading and find out what has been 
going on before he ventures an opinion. 
And he and the family have moved 
from Munich to Brunswick, where he is 
now under contract to Bundesliga club 
Eintraght. 

His wife and children have just made 
the move. The children will be going to 
kindergarten this autumn. Breitner him¬ 
self is to resume his university course. 
Starting “some time in October” he will 
be a fifth-semester student at the 
department of education. 

He docs not anticipate any clash in 
the time schedules of university and 
professional soccer, and Breitner is look¬ 
ing forward to university as a counter¬ 
weight to the physical demands of his 
football career. "1 need the intellectual 
challenge.” 

So Paul Breitner remains an unusual 
specimen among professional soccer 
players. His new club will find out soon 
enough where his rough edges are, if he 
still has any. 

Breitner himself reckons he no longer 
does. “I am never homesick. I can live 
anywhere, adapt anywhere and make the 
best of any situation as far as I am con¬ 
cerned." 

He does not agree that he is the star 
that Brunswick has long lacked. “Stars," 
he says, “are typecast.” But he does feel 
that Brunswick has hidden its light 
under a bushel for far too long, and 

Breitner intends to make sure that his 
new team-mates are given a decent 
build-up. 

“After all,” he says, “you have to be 
convinced of your product in business.” 
Self-confidence, he feels, is one of his 
good points, although he readily admits 
that he is quick-tempered and easily 
provoked. 

He regards himself as a fanatic for 
justice and reckons that both GUnter 
Netzer and Paul Breitner were dealt a 
raw deal by the Press when they left this 
country and signed for Real Madrid. 

He; for instance, was alleged to have 
given the Spaniards the benefit of his 
inside knowledge on how to beat the 
national side for which he had been 
capped 28 times. 

Paul Breitner is still extremely sensit¬ 
ive about allegations that are tantamount 
to accusations of high treason. He insists 
that they are utterly baseless and un¬ 
founded. 

The Spanish blend of work and living 
suited him down to the ground. People 
in tills country make heavy weather of 
both, he reckons. Our daily routine is 
programmed with less regard for free¬ 
dom. 

As for football, Breitner feels he has 
definitely become a more accomplished 
professional tlian he used to be. Does 
this, by any chance, mean that he has 
designs on a cap for his country in next 
year’s World Cup tournament in Argen¬ 
tina? 

Paul Breitner is still only 25 and far 
from convinced that his international 
career is over. He attaches no impor¬ 
tance whatever in this context to his re¬ 
lations with DFB officials in Frankfurt. 
As he sees it, he never had any. 

“Relations,” Breitner says, “arc some¬ 
thing personal. What matters are my re¬ 
lations with Herr (national coach Hel¬ 
mut) Schfln, with whom 1 would have to 
come to terms.” 

He is keen to build bridges. “I shall 
certainly be here in Argentina, whether 
as a player, a tourist or a journalist. That 
much 1 owe my Argentinian friends.” 

But he has burnt his bridges with 
Bayern Munich. “I could easily have re¬ 
joined iny old squad,” he points out. 
Ties with his old club are “strictly busi¬ 
ness", apart from with Uli Hoeness, who 
is a personal friend. 

Paul Brattnar 
(Photo: Nordbild) 

Breitner reckons Bayern lack a truly 
professional approach to the game. He 
points out that , but for the transfer of 
Franz Beckenbauer to he New York 
Cosmos Bayern would have made a loss 
lost season. 

Forward defence is Ills forte, and lie is 
quick to sense an attack that must be 
pre-empted. His piercing gaze turns into 
a glower. 

Paul Breitner is no longer prepared to 
make a song and dance about a collar 
and tic, however. In his Bayern days he 
reckoned to own only one tie. “Now I 
set great store by good clothes.” 

In days of yore he only listened to 
pop music. “Now I enjoy listening to 
classical music” And he is the first to 
admit such matters arc a question of 
personal likes or dislikes. 

But he sees nothing contradictory in 
driving a Muse rati amt working with 
disabled children, although he is quick 
to add that if you have brain as well as 
brawn you run a grave risk of being 
typecast. 

ho he is more careful in his answer to 
reporters’ queries. Does this perhaps 
mean that he no longer has a point of 
view? Is this a new Breitner we see be¬ 
fore us? A rebel, a reformer or just an 
opportunist? We shall see. 

Hans-Joachim Leyenberg 
(Frankfurter Allgemelne Zeiiung 
fllr Deutschland, 6 August 197?) 

“My favourite book: ‘Kraniche am Keb- 
ne Kaiser* (Cranes at Kebne Kaiser) 
— Kebne Kaiser is the highest moun¬ 
tain in Lapland — was not about flying 
at all, but it was a failure.” 

However, a number of - papers and 
magazines think very highly of Braun¬ 
burg as a story-teller, travel-writer, spe¬ 
cialist writer and essayist. He will shortly 
be writing an article in “Geo” on his 
experiences as a passenger of the trans- 
Siberian railway. 
• Rudolf Braunburg will remain hr 1 
charge for another two years. Then he’ 
will retire from Lufthansa. And then? “I 
have seen so much, stored up so many 
impressions that I will have enough ma¬ 
terial for the rest of my life.” 

But even when he has retired, Braun¬ 
burg will have other important interests; 
apart from writing. 
: “When I stop flying, I’ll spend the 
extra time on music (Braunburg is a jazz 
fan and;plays tenor saxophone clarinet 
and trumpet) and painting. I might even 
become a student again.”. 
: Till then, Rudolf Braunburg leads a 
full life between technology and creative , 
ty - or, as he himself puts it, “in a per-’ f 
feet interconnection between inndf fuid -1 
outer world.” < Jutta W. Thomasius 

(Frankfurter Neue Freese. 29 July 1977) 

Fanfares greeted the entry into the 
ring of Eckhard Dagge, professional 

boxing’s world super welterweight 
champion. The time was 11 pm, the 
date 6 August, the place Deutschland- 
halle. West Berlin. 

Over ten thousand fans packed the 
hall to see Dagge, 29 years old,and 
69.85 kg (1541bX take on Rocco Mattioli, 
an Italo-Australian who weighed in two 
pounds the lighter. 
; None of them expected to see the de4 
fender down for the count half an hour 
later. In his twenty-fifth professional 
bout this, country’s first world champ 
since Max Schmeltag was pojeaxed by a 
left hook with forty seconds, to go in 
Round Five; ■ .> . 

Mattioli, at 1.73 metres (5ft 8inX was 
four inched shorter and -five years youn? 
ger thdh Dagge, but lie whs a btindle of 
energy who laid into1 the°btiftoing 
’champ for alktie was jvortH. .;; \ 

Yet the knOckout'c^nie fiaVd s^rprise, 
since Dagge withstood the punishment 
taah'fulty, was. (evpl; qn pbints ta .Rounds 
Gne and Three, was in here ,fighting all 
Hie t[me end in no way ’a poor perfor¬ 
mer.’ : 

' Thirteen months had'elapsed since 
his sensational knockout defeat of Elisha 

Eckhard Dagge 

loses his title 

in the 5th round 

.. * • •» .. ^-.-115 

Eckhard Dagge after being knocked out 
(Fhotoi dpa) 

Obed of the Bahama^ but Dagge was 
forced to relinquish the champion’s belt 
hr his third defence of the title. 

It: was tough luck inasmuch as a win 
against Mattioli would have meant he 
would not have had to defend his title! 
for another twelve months, leaving him¬ 
self time to line up unofficial and lucra¬ 
tive con tenders. 

As it was, however, Eckhard Dagge 
. ended up as. Rocco Mattioli's thirty-sixth 

knockout : . victim in 53 professional 
bouts, 4$ of which he has won. 

Just after midnight Mattioli rang his 
parents at their farm near Melbourne to 
tell them the good news. The family 
emigrated from a village In ofy*. of thq 
poorest regions of^taly twenty :yeai$ ago; 
the dipe part of the country as ftqcky 
Marciano’s fotebeartjJhcjdentally. 

Manager willy' Zdler ,>wa* : consoled 
neither tjy. the.jeco^i takings; bf .nearly 
700,000V deUtip^irftrkS norf ty' the fact 
that nltreteemyear^dd JSrg "Babyface” 
Elpel of Berlih,won Jhe European wel4 
terWeight 'croWn j n «supporting bout. > 

"Lbsing thduWOrld crown has relegated 
professional faxing in this country td 

.iithe rol?,,of ,an ,outsider 4nrinternational 
terms,” Zeller lamented. • 

XPrafikfliFW, N«ue Prtsso, 9 August 1977) 


